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Introduction 

 

The annual quest for winners sees me routinely holed up in a back bedroom, hunched over a 

keyboard and monitor for interminable weeks on end, hardly seeing a soul and rarely out of my 

pyjamas.   What was a nerdy niche is now pretty much the working mainstream. Welcome to my 

world, one and all… 

With such trying external circumstances, and so little to look forward to in the short term, it 

seems that the pull of the Cheltenham Festival has grown exponentially greater again this year.  

This humble guide started for a few friends in 2004 and is now in edition number 18.  If you are 

looking for views and predictions, they are now myriad over social media.  There are some very 

insightful nuggets amongst the deafening cacophony of “this can’t be beaten” over-confidence.  

It is great to see such interest stimulated, and whilst hearing many views has the dangers of 

being dragged towards consensus (and there’s rarely profit there), it also helps temper the 

unfounded runaway confidence that can come from being in too much of a bubble. 

Thanks as always to the long-suffering Tanya, whose annual support for my selfish Springtime 

obsession is only partly offset by the knowledge that she is my obsession throughout the year.  

No-one should have had to witness the petulant tantrums when the Novice handicap chase was 

dropped for the mares chase, and I can only plead forgiveness!! 

Please stay in touch by subscribing, following or liking my blog, Lap of The Odds 

(www.lapoftheodds.com), and watch for daily articles during festival week, where non-runners 

and weather may result in some changes to selections. 

Happy punting 

Dan 

 

It has been a very tough year for many, and 

amidst it all I sadly lost faithful form-hound Rufus.   

He used to love Cheltenham, enjoying it the way 

he knew best, by landing a big nap of the day. 

Thanks my friend. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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Summary of Selections 

Here is a summary for those not wanting to wade through the waffle. Stakes are on a scale of 1 
to 10. 

 

Tuesday

Race 1 Ballyadam 4pts WIN 7-1

Race 2 Shishkin 6pts WIN 1-1

Treble - Shishkin - Monkfish - Envoi Allen 4pts WIN 6-1

Race 3 Happygolucky 8pts WIN 6-1

Race 4 Abacadabras 5pts WIN 12-1

Aspire Tower 2pts WIN 16-1

Race 5 Concertista 8pts WIN 5-4

Race 6 Busselton 7pts WIN 8-1

Sage Advice 2pts EW(5) 20-1

Race 7 Galvin 5pts WIN 4-1  

 

Wednesday

Race 1 Bob Olinger 7pts WIN 3-1

Race 2 Monkfish 9pts WIN 4-5

Race 3 You Raised Me Up 8pts WIN 16-1

Saint Sonnet 1pt EW (5) 33-1

Race 4 Altior 4pts WIN 7-1

Race 5 Shady Operator 6pts WIN 6-1

Race 6 Entoucas 7pts WIN 8-1

Zanza 4pts WIN 11-1

Race 7 Elle Est Belle 3pts WIN 25-1  

 

 

 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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Thursday

Race 1 Envoi Allen 8pts WIN 4-5

Race 2 Dalton Highway 8pts WIN 33-1

Champagne Platinum  5pts WIN 7-1

Race 3 Imperial Aura 6pts WIN 13-2

Race 4 Thyme Hill 9pts WIN 10-3

Race 5 Farclas 6pts WIN 8-1

Oldgrangewood 1pt EW(5) 25-1

Race 6 Glens Of Antrim 7pts WIN 11-1

Race 7 Time To Get Up 6pts WIN 6-1

Hold The Note 2pts WIN 14-1  

 

Friday

Race 1 Zanahiyr 6pts WIN 5-2

Race 2 Edwardstone 8pts WIN 20-1

Fifty Ball, if abs Champagne Gold 3pts WIN 16-1/20-1

Race 3 Barbados Buck's 10pts WIN 8-1

Race 4 Champ 6pts WIN 5-1

Vinndication 1pt EW(3) 50-1

Race 5 It Came To Pass 4pts WIN 10-1

Race 6 Elimay 6pts WIN 2-1

Race 7 Champagne Gold 7pts WIN 14-1

Gabynako 3pts WIN 20-1  

 

 

 

Disclaimer – “Horses can run slowly as well as fast” 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
https://lapoftheodds.com/disclaimer/
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TUES: Race 1 - The Supreme Novices Hurdle - 2 miles for all-aged novices,   

Selected Current Odds: 7/4 Appreciate It, 6 Meslier, 7 Ballyadam, 8 Soaring Glory 

The show’s opening scenes, and whilst I’d love to open with the drama and impact of a Casino 
Royale or Saving Private Ryan, it’s been historically been much more like Omar Sharif’s arrival 
in Lawrence of Arabia - an interminable wait to see my horse arrive, only to find out it’s a camel. 
Last year’s win for Shishkin bucked a long trend of disappointment and a chance to build 
towards a full profit rehabilitation in this traditional festival curtain-raiser (obligatory cliché….tick). 

 
The obvious starting point is Appreciate It. Runner up in the Bumper here last year and 
unbeaten in three novice hurdles for the Mullins powerhouse including two easy wins in 
Ireland’s top novice events. 
 
I have to admit to a certain cognitive bias here - and indeed a substantial financial bias.  Since 
last year’s meeting I had this guy pencilled in for the 2m4f Ballymore, including, somewhat 
heartbreakingly, combining him at fancy ante-post prices a year ago with novice chase power 
trio Shishkin, Monkfish and Envoi Allen for sports-car level payouts.  The cognitive bias screams 
that he was sure to win the Ballymore, that I was 100% right, that Willie Mullins knows nothing, 
and the natural extension of that is that he will get beaten in this shorter race, despite the 
compelling evidence to the contrary. I consider it to my merit that I recognise that bias for what it 
is, unfortunately it’s probably far less to my merit that I intend to succumb to that bias anyway!! 
 
Sure, if Appreciate It gets the very soft ground that he has enjoyed so far this season and is 
able to set his gallop from the front then there is little reason to expect anything other than a 
repeat of his dominant Leopardstown displays.  The likelihood though is that conditions might be 
a fraction quicker, and that this course, with the emphasis on speed, may be a little harder to 
overwhelm, especially as his hurdling can be a little high at times.  He will be following the 
Champagne Fever blueprint that saw him make all for the same yard to beat better hurdlers in 
My Tent Or Yours and Jezki.  But that was a masterclass in Ruby Walsh pacing, and Townsend 
may not have such an unchallenged opportunity to set his own fractions.  He was vulnerable to 
a faster finisher in the bumper last year and may again find something has a bit more toe from 
the bottom of the hill here.  He looks too short at current prices, and looks like he could be an 
uneasy favourite if the sun shines. 
 
Chasing Appreciate It in both his wins has been fellow Grade 1 winner Ballyadam.  He had a 
huge reputation until he met the Mullins horse and on the face of it is well held.   That said his 
yard was definitely below par at Christmas and he was much closer in February.  That still 
leaves him nearly 4 lengths to find but that is where the course and going become 
fascinating.  This guy travels well and has some speed.  If he can free wheel down the 
Cheltenham hill and then use his turn of foot he could yet be a huge challenger.  He hasn’t yet 
seen decent ground, but he runs like it will be transformative, and he really doesn’t have as 
much to find as the market suggests. 
 
The domestic challenge is headed by unbeaten hurdler Metier.  He won the Tolworth hurdle 
which is bizarrely a decent trial for this.  Run the other way around, and typically on heavy 
ground, it would have every right to tell us nothing about this race but the form often holds 
up.  He looks pretty short given that the Sandown form hasn’t really dazzled since.  Importantly 
for the shape of the race he likes to race prominently and may well keep Appreciate It honest if 
that one tries to make all.  There will be no breather or let up as this guy is likely to want to strike 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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on fairly far from home.  I’m not a buyer, even less so at these prices, but he could have a 
massive spoiler role to play. 
 
Soaring Glory comes fresh from winning the huge Betfair handicap hurdle at Newbury.  He won 
well there and has earned his place.  Historically, horses coming from that race have done well 
here without landing top honours.  That said the Betfair is a bit like the Sports Personality of the 
Year, once essential viewing but increasingly less relevant and with a steady decline in the 
profile of winners.  In winning the Betfair, Soaring Glory has earned a rating that is still around 
10lbs less than his predecessors who contended this, and they all failed.  It may not be a 
vintage Supreme but it might need to be corked for this guy to win. 
 
Blue Lord comes from the Irish form lines.  He didn’t seem to last 2m4f on heavy when well 
beaten by Bob Olinger but then seemed to lack the finishing speed to get involved with 
Appreciate It and Ballyadam last time.  He did travel quite well there and was given plenty to 
do.  A case can be made that he too may be better suited by the conditions he gets here.  Could 
go very well, but the arguments for him are essentially the same as for Ballyadam only he starts 
off needing to find an extra 3l improvement than that rival.  He might do it, but the odds don’t 
price a wide enough margin for me over the Ballyadam price. 
 
Gowel Road and Champagne Gold are two horses I would rather back in handicaps but would 
be of note in what may not be the strongest of Supremes.  The presence of Gowel Road would 
probably not say too much as the ever-bullish Nigel Twiston-Davies would run him here, in the 
Midlands National or in the local government elections if he could.  Wherever he ends up he is a 
horse of promise but a rating of 137 suggests he will need to find a lot more to be winning this. 
 
Champagne Gold comes from the much more circumspect Waterford base of Henry de 
Bromhead.  I like this horse a lot and a mark of 144 doesn’t leave him needing to find too much 
to feature with an each-way chance at huge odds.  I think he will be better suited to a handicap 
on the New course later in the week but will have to dabble each way should Henry decide to go 
here instead. 
 
I will be watching Appreciate It in here with the regret of a lover scorned, wishing he had only 
run in the Ballymore.  He looks a vulnerable favourite to me, but then I suspect he may look that 
way to many, and if he were to drift in the market as I think he may, then at some point north of 
3/1 he would start to become value.  But I will side with the ground favouring speed in this race, 
and that BALLYADAM can turn things around with his old rival on a better surface. 
 
It would be remiss of me, in tipping Ballyadam, not to note his recent transfer from disgraced 
Gordon Elliott to Henry de Bromhead.  Plenty has been written about Elliott and I will be 
correspondingly brief.  Racing, and jump racing in particular, involves risk to the horses, which is 
mitigated as much as possible but cannot be eliminated.  The contract I enter into as a fan is to 
accept that risk as balanced on the scales by the constant care, love and respect the horses 
receive from their handlers.  I accept that balance, whilst recognising and respecting that by no 
means everyone does.  The three biggest training names in this sport are Mullins, Henderson 
and Elliott.  When he sat down for that photo, Elliott singled-arsedly sat his formidable weight as 
a leading trainer on to the wrong side of those balance scales with a display of heart-wrenching 
disrespect.  I rarely find myself in agreement with authorities in general, but the penalty in this 
instance seems about right, penal without being definitively career ending.   
 
For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports 

tips, please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook.

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
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TUES:  Race 2 - The Arkle Chase - 2 miles for novice chasers 

Selected Current Odds: 1/1 Shishkin, 9/4 Energumene, 7 Allmankind    

For much of this season this looked like being one of those ceremonial years when one 
outstanding novice dominates the grade a la Sprinter Sacre, Simonsig, Douvan and Altior.  It 
may still prove to be that way, but thankfully there look to be a few top-class types ready to 
serve up a classic. 
 
Allmankind is the tearaway youngster who will put the pace to this race.  He was fancied to pull 
off those tactics in the Triumph hurdle last year but never got a breather and finished a tired 
third.  This track is easier on stamina than the New Course but the fences come thick and 
fast.  He hit a few at Warwick last time and although a good winner in the end he will not get 
away with that against these opponents.  He is unlikely to get any breather up front either.  He is 
massively useful to reading this race as he ensures a fast gallop, but it would an awesome effort 
if he can hold off the talent likely to be on his tail. 
 
Right on his tail is likely to be the hard-to-assess Energumene for Irish legend Willie 
Mullins.  We didn’t see too much of this fella over hurdles but his three chase wins have been 
jaw-dropping both visually and against the clock.  His crowning glory was spreadeagling the 
opposition when making all for an easy win in the Irish equivalent of this race at Leopardstown 
in February.  He likes to lead but would be mad to try that too early against Allmankind and it’s 
much more likely he will sit on that one’s tail and look to sweep past him off the top of the hill 
and make a long run for home.  He’s an athletic type and has a clear chance albeit we have yet 
to see him at this track or on ground any better than very soft. 
 
Ultimately though, both those challengers may just be there to set up the race for the classy 
Shishkin.  He looks to be the heir apparent to those legendary previous winners and has looked 
very impressive in three wins to date.  He won the Supreme here last year despite a troubled 
run and has a combination of festival form and class that is irresistible to the eye.  He has 
looked a true professional over the fences, quick and short when needed, long and rangy when 
on a stride.  Jockey Nico de Boinville has the easiest race to ride as he can sit a length or two 
back off his trail blazing rivals, concentrate on a rhythm and then work his way into it down the 
hill before striking clear.  He has had the occasional brief mid-race “flat spot” when he just 
needs a few strides to get back on the bridle, don’t get worried by that and expect it against the 
likely pace on this race.  Looks a future Champion and can prove it here. 
 

There doesn’t seem to be much each-way value here with the big three holding such 
outstanding credentials, with perhaps Franco De Port or Darver Star the two who could sneak a 
place if accident befalls one of the favourites. 
 
I think this race will set up for SHISHKIN, and he will stamp himself as the next heir apparent to 
the Champion Chase crown.  He is plenty short enough and this will be a feature of the Grade 1 
novice chases this week so a “Young Guns” treble of Shishkin – Monkfish – Envoi Allen, at 
approximate treble odds of 6/1 could be the best way to tackle those races. 
 
 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports 

tips, please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
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TUES:  Race 3- The Ultima Handicap Chase - 3 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds: 6 Happygolucky, 7 Escaria Ten, Lieutenant Rocco 

I just love these big handicaps.  Many of them, thankfully, love me back, but this one remains 

stubbornly stand offish with just a few each way collects and a Coo Star Sivola win keeping the 

wolves well and truly from the door. 

Like all the handicaps here, it has moved through a transformation, where, in the noughties you 

could pretty much back the bottom weight, whatever the price, and go collect on some shock 

result – now the race is stacked in quality, not all of them particularly well handicapped, and as 

such the market now is a very strong guide to who remains unexposed enough to land these 

prizes.  Handicaps have rapidly become the money-makers at the festival for punters. 

Novices are all the rage, they won most of the handicaps last year and it just makes sense that 

they have up-and-coming momentum and they are hard for the handicapper to assess given 

scant evidence and sure enough they clutter the head of the market here. 

Happygolucky has festival form having run a good 4th in the Martin Pipe last year.  That was just 

his fourth hurdles run, and his last as he has gone novice chasing this season. It would be fair to 

say that winning a 7 runner Stratford, finishing 2nd of 3 at Fakenham and then winning a 5 

runner race here are hardly experiences akin to this massive handicap, but he was impressive 

here in December, and it is precisely that below-the-radar preparation that has punters latching 

on to him.  A mark of 147 is 10lbs above that Martin Pipe hurdles mark and seems fair without 

being a giveaway, but he has always looked a chaser in the making as is the norm for the yard, 

and it would be no surprise if he ran to a mid-150s level.  Has a very clear chance for a stable 

who went close in this with a novice last year. 

Escaria Ten is a novice I like a lot and he ran an absolute blinder last time in a Grade 2 at Naas 

to chase home the very useful Eklat De Rire. That saw his rating hiked up to 147, ruling him out 

of what looked like his Kim Muir for the taking.  Instead, he has to upgrade to this event, but he 

is open to plenty of improvement.  A tall rangy type, he also took in the Martin Pipe hurdle last 

year where he travelled well for a long way but faded to be a distant 15th.  On that form he has it 

to find with Happygolucky, but there is no doubting Escaria Ten is built for chasing not hurdling, 

and should be judged much more on his progressive chasing exploits.  He holds an entry in the 

later National Hunt Chase and would have a live chance there so it would be significant if this is 

his chosen target. 

Lieutenant Rocco rounds out a trio of novices at the head of this market.  He was a promising 

novice hurdler coming to last year’s festival but was disappointing and pulled up in the Albert 

Bartlett.  The wheels have been refitted to the wagon on a decent season of chasing, including 

a rehabilitation at this course when a fair second at a big price in a good race here in December.  

Balances the risk of being a novice in a big field by having a free going front running style and is 

definitely interesting, albeit there is still strong chance he could contest one of the novice 

events. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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The Pipe yard have a strong history in this race and it will be interesting to see if they target it 

with recent Reynoldstown winner Remastered. That race has more of a history of producing 

Grade 1 contenders but this year’s renewal looking a bit sub-standard, that said Remastered put 

in a dominant front running display and looks very much on the up. He may still aim for one of 

the graded events here, but his rating of 146 on one hand would leave him a huge amount to 

find off level weights against classy novices and on the other hand offers a decent racing weight 

in handicap company such as this.  The Pipes are rarely taken for mugs, they certainly know the 

handicap game, and if he runs here then I would take that as a tip from them. 

One For The Team lack the class of some of the other novices entered here, but he 

corresponding has less weight to carry getting in off a mark of 140.  All his best form has come 

on a sound surface and so it wasn’t that much of a surprise that he disappointed in the Newbury 

mud last time. He ran ok at Chepstow on reappearance but that is pretty much his only 

undulating track form.  With no course credentials he may just be too close in these weights to 

better rivals. 

Discordantly has a chequered past, his form has more FUs than Donald Trump’s Tinder.  There 

is though the distinct impression that one day blunderful will turn to wonderful.  There is talent 

there if he can just stand up long enough to show it.  A better surface just further cranks up the 

risk and reward equation making it more likely he can produce the fluent free-wheeling style that 

saw him win impressively at Galway in October, but also increasing the chances he adds to his 

alphabet soup.  Could be worth a fun flutter if the price is good enough. 

This looks to me like a race that could cut up to be surprisingly uncompetitive.  Hopefully one of 

the interesting novices will hold their ground and HAPPYGOLUCKY is the clear pick over 

Escaria Ten with everything in his favour and although already a shortish looking price there is 

scope for him to trade much shorter still when we see the final field for this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports 

tips, please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
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TUES:  Race 4 - The Champion Hurdle - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds:  5/2 Honeysuckle, 7/2 Epatante, 4 Goshen, 12 Abacadabras 
 

A cast iron frying pan, an X-Box console, a computer monitor and a Labrador puppy might 
sound like the conveyor belt in a Generation Game re-boot, but they are all examples of things 
that weigh around 7lbs, the key number in this race as it is the gender allowance afforded to 
mares.  Wins in the past in this race for Flakey Dove and Annie Power were added to by 
Epatante last year – let’s take a look at the old scoreboard – didn’t they do well. 

 

Debate rages as to the merit of the allowance, whose introduction, at 5lbs, was immediately 
followed by Dawn Run winning this race.  There is no doubt in my mind that whilst 7lb might 
equate the average mare and gelding, when you get exceptional mares it becomes hugely 
generous.  With an expanded program now exclusively for mares the incentive value should be 
redundant and this should be a matter of fairness.  Until then though we have an Anglo-Irish 
clash of the girls at the head of the Champion Hurdle market. 

 

Honeysuckle is cast as the Rose of Tralee, the Irish colleen who has charmed her way to an 
unbeaten ten race record that includes the last two Irish Champion Hurdles as well as a narrow 
win over Benie des Dieux in the Mares Hurdle here last year.  Albeit unbeaten, there was little in 
the form book to suggest Champion honours await - even that 2020 Irish Champion win was a 
hard-fought half-length over subsequent distant Cheltenham third Darver Star.  That’s pretty 
much where it felt she should be, classy, dangerous with the mares’ allowance, but probably not 
quite quick enough to win a Cheltenham Champion.  For many eyes though, she blew that away 
when winning this year’s Irish event by a whopping 10 lengths.  More fluent than we have seen 
her before she simply galloped her rivals into submission and earned her spot at the head of 
this market. 

 
As a long-term Honeysuckle fan, and having an actual track record, and marriage licence to 
prove, of favouring Irish mares, she will certainly get some vocal support from me, but enough 
doubts persist to possibly avoid financial support.  That Leopardstown outer track, whilst flat, is 
deceptively tough as they always turn on the screws from a long way out.  The Old Course here 
at Cheltenham is deceptively quick, as although undulating and with the notorious hill at the 
finish, the turning downhill of the run from 4 out to the home turn gives horses a chance to get 
back on the bridle and speed can be essential off the home bend.  If it is truly soft this will be 
blunted and it will play to Honeysuckle’s strengths.  If it quickens up even a fraction, I still 
wonder if she could be done for speed. 
 
The reigning champ and the English Rose (albeit imported from France !!) is the Nicky 
Henderson trained Epatante.  She put track concerns borne of a novice flop here firmly to one 
side when a smooth and easy winner of this event last year.  In fairness, beating Sharjah and 
Darver Star with the aid of her allowance was hardly the greatest Champion hurdle form ever, 
but the style of the win was undeniable.  She returned with a smooth win in a non-event at 
Newcastle, so it was her run at Kempton over Christmas that acted as a benchmark and she set 
that mark pretty low.  Never looking her usual self, she failed to reign in the enterprisingly ridden 
old soldier Silver Streak.  Given he was well held in this event last year, that put her well below 
her best.  We haven’t seen her since, and mares can come back to form quickly, but there was 
no obvious excuse for that defeat and she is short enough for a potentially better race than last 
year off the back of that lacklustre effort. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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What of Silver Streak? I love the old boy having tipped him each way for this event for the last 
two years, and he owes me nothing having snuck into third at 50/1 two years ago.  I am not sure 
making all at Kempton revealed a startling new tool in the armoury so much as his obvious liking 
for that track and the below par form of Epatante.  He may try those tactics here but there could 
be a crowd for the pace here, and plenty of these like to make a move a long way out which will 
prevent him getting a breather.  Love him but have to pass especially at these odds. 
 
Goshen burst back onto the scene with a runaway victory at Wincanton recently.  That broke an 
alarming run of awful runs over the flat and hurdles since his infamous run here last year in the 
Triumph Hurdle.  At least 10 lengths clear and going further clear he stumbled and unseated at 
the last hurdle that day.  Had he stood up, the form would look exceptional in hindsight.  If 
Wincanton says he’s back then he comes here with a big chance.  On the negative side he 
obviously has two ways of running.  He is also a 5yo, an age group that can win this race, but 
more often doesn’t.  Of more concern to me is the track.  He had a habit last year of lugging to 
his right late on over his hurdles.  I argued in this guide last year that this wouldn’t be too much 
of a problem in the Triumph where there are only two hurdles in the last 7f, both on long straight 
parts of the track.  This course couldn’t be more different with hurdles on the bends at 5 out and 
4 out and just off and before bends at 3 out and 2 out.  He has the kind of raw talent that could 
overcome this, but against this opposition, surely even his talent can’t afford too many wayward 
moves. 
 
If there is value opposing the mares, it probably comes from the Irish challenge in the mid-range 
of the betting courtesy of a presser, a mid div, and a hold up horse. 
 
The presser is Aspire Tower who has run well beating Abacadabras and then chasing home 
Sharjah in two runs season.  That’s fair form and he will like to sit just in behind the main pace 
and make his move some way out, probably not dissimilar tactically to stablemate 
Honeysuckle.  At his best he is hard to pass, but he was well behind Goshen in the Triumph, is 
also in the problem 5yo bracket, so has plenty to prove.  I just feel he has looked an improved 
horse so far this year and may just have this race set up to perfection, so should run well. 
 
Sharjah beat Aspire Tower at Leopardstown over Christmas but once again bombed in the 
Champion there in February once again proving how different that outer hurdles track is to the 
inner course. He overcame that flop last year to chase home Epatante in this event having 
come there smoothly.  With potentially better ground a help, a run similar to last year will surely 
see him close especially if the suspicion is that Epatante may not be quite at the same level 
herself. 
 
I have long hoped Abacadabras would be the one to be on here after he ran a blinder in last 
year’s Supreme when just touched off by the superb Shishkin.  He travelled well there showing 
a liking for this track, and although he has sometimes seemed a bit soft in a finish, he battled 
very well that day as the two pulled clear of some decent opposition.  He has mostly 
disappointed this year though, firstly failing to overhaul Aspire Tower, then looking lucky to beat 
Saint Roi.  He bombed out as a sick horse behind Sharjah, but showed more when runner up, 
albeit some way behind Honeysuckle last time.  I would love to see him get slightly better 
ground than the mostly heavy muck he has had to deal with as it will suit his style.  That said he 
has to hurdle better to be a Champion.  The downhill run here suits him perfectly and if he gets 
a decent surface and jumps better for it then few will be travelling as well as him turning for 
home.  There’s plenty of “ifs” in there though.  It would be quite some start to veteran trainer 
Denise “Sneezy” Foster’s stewardship of the Elliott yard.  (Sneezy taking over from Dopey?) 
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James Du Berlais and Jason The Militant are two Irish challengers who have flown under the 
radar of most punters.  James Du Berlais has used that age old stealth tactic of staying in his 
box, and this would in fact be his debut for Willie Mullins after extensive experience in the top 
rank in France. There is very little form to tie into but he has looked a bit of a character.  
Normally if something is burning up the Mullins gallops the word spreads, so far, this has been 
suspiciously quiet. 
 
Jason The Militant has shown his credentials much more on the track.  Nothing about his early 
novice form suggested anything close to a Champion Hurdle, but he finished the campaign with 
a narrow verdict over the useful Beacon Edge and Andy Dufresne.  The first sign that he could 
earn a spot here came when narrowly behind Abacadabras when they chased home stable 
companion Aspire Tower at Down Royal.  He was again narrowly behind Abacadabras when 
beaten under half a length for the Grade 1 Morgiana Hurdle having made most of the running.  
He had a break then before making all very easily to win a weak Grade 3 at Fairyhouse.  He has 
come a long way already this season and doesn’t need to progress much further to be a lively 
outsider, although he is one who would definitely prefer to see more rain. 
 
Henry de Bromhead looks to hold the key here, and much as I love Honeysuckle she looks too 
short for what is likely to be by far her biggest test of speed to date.  ASPIRE TOWER has 
strong credentials other than being a 5yo, and may be slightly preferred to Jason The Militant 
given the likely going.  Epatante will be a huge danger if at her best, but I have long felt 
ABACADABRAS could enjoy this course and good ground and I will give him the lead pick. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports 

tips, please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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TUES:  Race 5 - The David Nicholson Mares Hurdle - 2 miles 4f  

 

Current Selected Odds: 5/4 Concertista, 13/2 Dame de Compagne 

With Honeysuckle, Epatante and probably Roksana taking on the boys, and with Benie Des 
Diuex sidelined this looks like turning up to Les Mis to be told the part of Eponine will be played 
by Ann Widdicombe. 
 
In fairness, if one of these mares is going to end up singing On My Own, it’s likely to be the very 
useful Concertista who was certainly that when streaking clear in the equivalent novices event 
last year registering a yawning 12l success.  That came as no fluke as she had all but won it 
when beaten a short head the year before on what was her racecourse debut.  Improvement 
has continued this year with two easy wins over old rival Minella Melody. That one may well 
gamely re-oppose but given that Concertista’s best runs have come here at the festival it looks 
a forlorn hope that the form can be overturned. 
 
Dame De Compagnie look likely to lead the home defence having abandoned a brief flirtation 
with chasing.  Those novice chases have left it hard to assess whether she can run to the form 
that saw her surge home in the Coral Cup here last year, earning a rating of 148.  If we take the 
cautious view that she will be no better than that, then she looks closely match with Coral Cup 
runner up Black Tears who gets a 4lb pull for a 2l beating that should leave the pair neck and 
neck. 
 
Black Tears has shown she retains her hurdles form, winning easily at Punchestown recently.  
But her previous effort when 12l behind Concertista getting 8lbs in weight shows the mountain 
these other mares have to climb.  Now I don’t doubt Black Tears will be happier on this surface 
and will run better than that form suggests, but it would have to be a road to Damascus level 
conversion for her to turn that form around. 
 
Two old favourites are thrown in to the mix merely to ensure I have no loose change in my 
pockets.  Indefatigable was a long-priced last-stride winner of the Martin Pipe here last year off 
a mark of 145 which gives her form broadly equal to Dame de Compagne and Black Tears.  I 
like her a lot and this course and trip suit her well but obviously she has plenty to find on the 
book.   
 
Verdana Blue comes up on my predictive text as soon as I type a capital “V”.  It’s an agony 
following this classy mare as she has to have good ground but so rarely gets it in these events.  
She seems to stay better now than she used to, but running her here again on the watered day 
one ground seems to me to make less sense that giving her a go in a County Hurdle on Friday 
when the ground may be quicker.  Still, she will get a few sentimental shekels. 
 
On all form it has to be CONCERTISTA who will take the standing ovation when the curtain falls 
on this production.  I will a few quid on Indefatigable each way for old times sake. 
 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports 

tips, please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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TUES:  Race 6 The Boodles Fred Winter Juvenile Novices Handicap 

Hurdle - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 11/2 Saint Sam, 6 Houx Gris, 8 Busselton 

My wife Tanya is extraordinary in many regards, but the interest she puts into racing, and 

particular Cheltenham, in order to share in my fanaticism, is both remarkable and touching.  She 

is a keen form analyst and not much gets past her as she has a real eye for detail.  With this in 

mind, and with due respect for their support to racing, I would kindly like to request that 

expensive jewellery retailer Boodles please remove their sponsorship from Cheltenham – 

maybe sponsor rugby league or some such that my wife will not be watching – and maybe 

McVities could step in and offer us the Jaffa Cake Fred Winter Hurdle. 

As things stand, I am in a no-win situation – but as luck would have it, that pretty much sums up 

the Fred Winter for most punters anyway. 

Handicaps at Cheltenham are tricky enough – a juvenile hurdle handicap is clearly the greatest 

challenge as form is often pretty scant.  For the last two seasons this has been won by a classy 

Irish type near the top of the weights.  Prior to that it has been won by lower quality types 

sneaking in at the foot of the weights, so if you’re making a few picks it probably pays to take 

the classic Countdown approach of one from the top, one from the bottom and the rest from 

anywhere else. 

My shortlist of those nearer the bottom of the weights is not as short as I would like.  So, with 

due respect to the lightly raced Coltor and decent filly Her Indoors, I have slimmed it down to 

three. 

Houx Gris represents the Nicholls yard who routinely target this race.  Nicholls sources juveniles 

mostly from France, but unless they have shown exceptional ability, he has tended to shun the 

championship Triumph hurdle and instead target this handicap.  He has a chance with Hell Red, 

but Houx Gris looks likely to be the leading chance.  He won in France at Auteuil before moving 

to Nicholls where his one run was an over 20l beating when third to Adagio in the Grade 1 

Finale hurdle.  That gives the handicapper a tough job.  He has plumped for a mark of 128, and 

realistically he couldn’t go much higher without putting Adagio into the 150s.  But distances can 

be exaggerated on heavy ground and this guy may have been let in lightly as a consequence.  

Very interesting. 

With Houx Gris there is a tie-in with Homme Public who sneaks in here off just 125 for trainer 

Olly Greenhall. He had two runs at Auteuil, finishing second both times, initially 4l ahead of 

Houx Gris and then a neck behind him.  On that basis getting 3lbs from his old rival looks very 

fair.  He has done more to demonstrate his acclimatisation too, running twice since import, 

running Tinnhalla to just under 3l at Catterick, before an easy maiden win at Market Rasen.  

Has a bit to find with Tinnahalla on that defeat but is entitled to given that was Homme Public’s 

first run in over 3 months.  Could be significantly overpriced given his close match up with Houx 

Gris who is less than half the odds, although a rounded action would suggest he may like it 

softer under-hoof than it looks likely to be. 
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The Tinnahalla link offers a line into Sage Advice who easily beat that rival at Kempton and 

races off identical terms.  His subsequent second to Cabo Cliffs read well and he gets a 10lb 

pull for under 2 lengths.  Needs to be forgiven a disappointing last of 3 at Fontwell last time but 

it was pretty heavy there and he is bred to enjoy a sounder surface.  Looks well in based only 

on Kempton form – which was the best ground he has encountered, and may be a big player 

here if the sun shines. 

For the last 2 years this race has gone to an Irish runner near the head of the market.  If that it is 

to happen this year it may revolve around whether Willie Mullins chooses to target this race or 

the Triumph with classy ex-French Saint Sam.  He has toiled around chasing Zanahiyr and 

Quixilios in Grade 1 company.  He hints at more than he shows, but he has been rated on bare 

achievement and a mark of 139 has to tempt Willie when something 4 or 5lbs higher than that 

may have been wholly justified.  I suspect he will have a dig at the Triumph, but were he to run 

here then he has to have a big chance with the class advantage. 

Joseph O’Brien’s Busselton has shared verdicts with Saint Sam, finishing ahead when behind 

Zanahiyr over Christmas but then 4l behind when place behind Quixilios.  He gets a 4lb pull with 

Willie’s horse which is about right on that last run.  At a rating of 135 he is arguably well in giving 

around 8lbs or so to some of those in here with lesser credentials.  Less likely to aim high for 

the Triumph and the likely flag bearer for the Irish Grade 1 form.  I liked the way he quickened to 

give Zanahiyr a race as he showed fine tactical speed and it is hard to fathom how he doesn’t 

have a mark in the 140s.  Looks a must for the ticket. 

Definitely not the race to be lumping on.  A more judicious sprinkle is the order of the day and 

although I would greatly fear Saint Sam if he ran here, his regular rival BUSSELTON looks just 

as well treated and seems sure to go well.  I’d be on Homme Public as well if it turned out soft, 

but on a better surface he may be done for speed and instead SAGE ADVICE can leave his 

Fontwell flop behind and show the promise of his Kempton win. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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TUES:  Race 7 - The National Hunt Novice Chase - 3m6f  (now not for Amateur 
riders !) 

Selected Current Odds: - 2 Royal Pagaille, 9/2 Galvin, 12 Escaria Ten 

I stumbled across a theory recently in algorithmic information theory (I think I mis-googled 

rhythmic gymnastics…) called the Kolmogorov complexity.  It sounds very like an episode of 

The Big Bang Theory but simply states that the complexity of an object is defined by the length 

of computer program that would need to be written to produce that object as an output. 

 

Well, this historic race would have registered pretty low on the Kolmogorov scale as something 

along the lines of: 

 

Find: “Jamie Codd” 

Select 

 

would have done the trick more often than not. 

 

Complexity is unfortunately significantly ramped up for us this year as the most impactful Covid 

restriction to the festival form-book is the exclusion of amateur riders.  This was one of three 

events exclusively for them.  The breadth of rider quality is greater in amateur ranks than for the 

pros, and with no offence to the bulk of decent amateur riders, the likes of Codd and Derek 

O’Connor are probably worth 5 to 7lbs over their less experienced rivals.  That is further 

emphasised by the demand for their services pretty much ensuring they end up on some of the 

best form horses in the race leading to a potent combination. 

 

Galvin was probably the one being lined up for the Coddfather’s blessing, and this second 

season novice has clearly been campaigned with this target in mind for 12 months since finding 

only the top-notch Imperial Aura too good in the now-defunct novice handicap here last year.  

That was off a mark of 142, and was the last time he tasted defeat.  He is now rated 151 after 

racking up four wins since including an easy win here over 3 miles in October.  That mostly 

dispelled stamina doubts although this is a further step up in trip.  He has an obvious chance, 

although it is worth noting that his 4 wins have seen him beat a total of 13 horses, who 

collectively have run 38 times since, winning just once.  So it is more the reputation, the style of 

his win here and that Imperial Aura form from 12 months ago that have him on a lofty perch, 

indeed 3 or 4 of his rivals are officially rated higher.  Nonetheless, the stable knows what it takes 

to win here, as they did with a lesser rated horse last year, and despite his late switch to a new 

yard, he looks a big contender. 

 

The highest rated is Royal Pagaille, who holds this as an option along with the 3m novice event 

(in which the owner’s Monkfish is odds-on and likely to see this fella favour alternative options), 

and the Gold Cup.  If he were mine, first I’d be very lucky and somewhat bemused, but I would 

go for Gold.  The 2022 Gold Cup looks a daunting prospect given the quality of novices 

emerging this season, whilst this 2021 edition feels a bit like the last gasp of the current era, and 
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an opportunity for a horse like this to “do a Coneygree”.  In reality soft ground is probably the 

most important factor for him to show his form and he is more likely to get that here than later in 

the week.  Super impressive in a marathon Haydock race last time, the trip will hold no fears 

and he is undoubtedly advantaged by the switch to professional jockeys.  He looks a class act, 

but with wins at Haydock (twice) and Kempton, he has yet to demonstrate that an undulating 

track like this will see him at his best.  He should probably be fine, but the bookies are giving 

nothing away on their pricing.  If he runs here, and runs close to his official mark of 166, then he 

surely wins this easily enough, but that mark has been earned by two easy handicap wins the 

latter of which was a weak field.  I suspect he is very good, possibly over-rated at 166, and 

maybe a flat track and mud would help.  At these odds he has to be taken on rather than 

supported. 

 

Escaria Ten is a horse I like a lot.  He has a handicap entry earlier in the day and strictly on the 

book running there off 147 makes more sense that tackling some higher rated rivals here.  But 

that handicap will be all hustle and bustle, whereas this should be an easier racing experience.  

He stayed on very well behind the useful Eklat De Rire at Naas last time to finish a narrow 

second. He looks to have loads of scope and stamina looks his long suit.  He will be very 

interesting if taking this option. 

 

Another with a choice to make is Next Destination or more specifically trainer Paul Nicholls.  He 

has been inclined to go for the 3m Grade 1 on Wednesday but if the ground were to get drier 

then he knows this horse is a grinder and there would be no point taking on a classy rival like 

Monkfish if any amount of speed is required.  In those circumstances he could switch to this 

event.  He will stay all day and is a more a future National type than Gold Cup type and this 

would look a good option for him. 

 

I was on Longhouse Poet last year as an each-way pick but he saw a distant view of Envoi 

Allen’s backside as he trailed in a poor 8th in the Ballymore.  That seemed to trigger some poor 

form which only lifted when breaking his chasing duck at Punchestown.  That verdict over Run 

Wild Fred and The Big Dog has been made to look good staying form by those rivals’ 

subsequent exploits.  It’s probably not enough to justify a wining chance here, but if it was the 

signal to further improvement then he becomes the equal of Escaria Ten and possibly Galvin.  

Of course, the fact that he flopped on his previous festival visit is a concern. 

 

The market says Royal Pagaille, as do the numbers, and there is a strong case to be made for 

saying he is value even at cramped odds, but I am not wholly sold as despite the visual 

impression, these could be very different conditions.  GALVIN knows these conditions well and 

has had this as a target for 12 months and he is favoured as the mostly likely source of an 

upset, edging out his likeable ex-stable companion Escaria Ten. 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 1 The Ballymore Novices Hurdle - 2 1/2 miles (for all-aged 
novices)  

Selected Current Odds: 11/4 Gaillard Du Mesnil, 3 Bob Olinger, 7/2 Bravemansgame 

 
Wednesday morning of the Cheltenham Festival is usually a pretty groggy affair after a Tuesday 

night curry, binge-drinking Jagermeister bombs, screaming Mr Brightside until 3am and then 

waking up in unfamiliar surroundings urgently trying to remember which door was to the 

bathroom.  There are a few lads from Cork we know who doubtless do that every Tuesday 

anyway, but the rest of us will have the unusual pleasure of waking up in our own beds, the 

curry may still feature but it’s more likely to be a night binge-watching some grim Nordic 

detective drama.  I’ll have to drag myself away from working out who dumped Olaf’s body in the 

fjord, as the opening race on Wednesday looks unusually tricky. 

 

Of course, it shouldn’t be.  If only Willie saw sense then this would be there for Appreciate It to 

win, but that is my pocket talking again.  If by some miracle of drying ground this guy switches 

up from the Supreme then looks a tailor-made test as this staying chaser in the making is much 

more likely to be able to dictate tempo at this distance and should improve for the extra 

distance. 

 

Setting aside the wishful thinking, Willie is much more likely to rely on favourite Gaillard Du 

Mesnil.  He had plenty of experience in AQPS racing, a French equine diversity term that 

literally means Other Than Thoroughbred, but was surprisingly beaten on Irish debut.  That was 

at a time when the Mullins horses often needed the run, and he left that form miles behind with 

a super impressive win in a good maiden at Leopardstown.  He won the Grade 1 over 2m6f 

back at Leopardstown in February by a widening 5l and has earned his spot at the head of this 

market.   He should have a good chance, I just wondered at Leopardstown if the further they 

went the better he got.  This may be a stiffer finish, but it’s a sharper track in general and the 

going is likely to be quicker.  He may not want this to be too much of a test of speed. 

 

Bob Olinger is the other leading Irish hope representing Henry de Bromhead.  He is pretty lightly 

raced but is improving fast.  There was no disgrace in being beaten a length on hurdles debut 

over 2m by last year’s impressive bumper winner Ferny Hollow, particularly as he had to lead 

that day.  After an easy subsequent maiden win, he really impressed in a Grade 1 at Naas 

seeing out this longer trip well and beating some useful sorts easily enough.  There is not 

enough substance to the form to be sure he can win this, but there is something professional 

and impressive in the way this horse goes about his business.  He looks sure to hurdle fluently, 

go on any ground, and handle the undulations and it is impossible to envisage the finish of this 

without him being a major player. 

 

Bravemansgame arrives as the leading domestic hope having come here via the traditional 

route of landing the Grade 1 Challow hurdle at Newbury.   His hurdling debut defeat to Soaring 

Glory looks better in hindsight, but in completing a hat-trick in the Challow he really impressed 

when putting some of the best UK novices to the sword very easily.  There is obviously nothing 
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but visuals really to set that form against the best of the Irish.  He looks a horse of great 

promise, and should do best of the home contingent but given he is priced about equal to his 

Irish rivals I feel he might just come up short. 

 

Bear Ghylls has to be respected as he is unbeaten including easy wins over a number of good 

horses.  An official rating of 140 after an easy Exeter handicap win probably still underestimates 

him.  He could be potent off that mark in the handicaps at this meeting, but looks most likely to 

pitch up here.  He is 10lbs behind Bravemansgame on ratings.  That may underestimate his 

chances as he really hasn’t been extended in his races to date.  Not from a big yard, so 

probably a few points longer than he should be.  Put N Henderson in the trainer’s name and 

he’d be half the price. 

 

Of the outsiders, if there is one to sneak into the frame at a big price it could be Wilde About 

Oscar.  He has three easy hurdles wins to his name and one total blowout when pulled up 

behind Bravemansgame at Newbury.  Not all horses are completely consistent, and it may be 

worth putting his Newbury capitulation down to a bad day at the office where his jumping 

seemed to fall to pieces.  Maybe that will be habitual risk at the top table, and he could be one 

of those who looks like a champion in the heats, but always bombs in the final.  But equally it 

could have been one bad day.  There is ample juice in the price if you are a forgiving soul. 

 

An intriguing clash and three market leaders who all look to have bright futures.  I reserve the 

right to weight in with Appreciate It if Willie Mullins gets the bottle of Midleton Very Rare I’m 

sending him prior to declaration time.  But in expectation that we will be seeing him in the 

Supreme, this should fall between Gaillard Du Mesnil, Bob Olinger and Bravemansgame.  On 

potentially quicker ground than all three have seen this season, I favour BOB OLINGER to have 

the better tactical speed to ally to professional hurdling that can see him win the day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 2 - The Brown Advisory Novice Chase. 3 miles  
  

Selected Current Odds: 4/5 Monkfish, 5/2 Royal Pagaille, 11 Eklat de Rire 

 

This race has a fine recent record of producing future Gold Cup contenders and yet rarely has it 

had such an obvious top-class contender as it does this year. 

 

Sure the recent memory still holds hot favourite winners like Bobs Worth, Denman and Florida 

Pearl – all future stars – and even the distant memory of bunking off school, sick on Spangles 

and Tizer, to watch Brown Chamberlain in his novice year.  But none of these carry the weight 

of expectation as heavily as Monkfish. 

 

Odds-on favourites are a rarity to the point of near unprecedented in this gruelling novice 

championship, but that is what we are faced with this year.  And whilst it is generally the stock-

in-trade of this Guide to find ways to take on the odds-on shots, even more so the Willie hotpots, 

in this case I have to run up the white flag – or at least the pink one with green spots. 

 

Monkfish arrived at last year’s festival as a work-in-progress.  A big framed staying novice 

hurdler with decent form in the mud, but probably not yet sharp or streetwise enough to beat 

battle-hardened rivals in the Albert Bartlett.  However, in a Bartlett for the ages, he was passed 

after the last only to fight back and win an epic 4-way tussle with Latest Exhibition, Fury Road 

and Thyme Hill.  Everything about seeing the horse physically that day screamed “future” and 

“fences”, so to see him land a Grade 1 hurdle at that stage of his career in such gutsy fashion 

left an indelible mark. 

 

The pandemic has robbed me of the chance to see him in the flesh this year, and television 

pictures can only go so far, but he looks to have filled that frame, and has clearly improved a ton 

(which as we all know is the SI unit of equine improvement).  He had some fair sorts behind 

when winning on debut at Fairyhouse where his jumping, always the big question on the switch 

to fences, was immaculate.  He confirmed and slightly extended Ballymore form with Latest 

Exhibition when giving him a 3l beating over 3 miles at Leopardstown over Christmas, with 

fluent late leaps sealing victory.  But his last win, stepped back to a supposedly sharp test for 

him over 2m5f, really screamed Gold Cup.  He was again foot-perfect and this time sauntered 

clear of an understandably disheartened Latest Exhibition to win by a yawning 11 lengths. 

 

His jumping is excellent, he has festival form, he is in outstanding shape and is trained by a 

master.  There is nothing to take him on, and this should be a case of a coronation.  Were he in 

the Gold Cup itself I’d have him as favourite.  This should be a joy to watch and whet the 

appetite for the 2022 unification bout of the century with Envoi Allen in a Gold Cup that already 

tingles 12 months out. 

 

Latest Exhibition could run here as Mill House to Monkfish’s Arkle, but connections would be 

excused for trying their hand in alternative events.  If he were to run here then there are 
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obviously two lines of form that put him close enough to the favourite to make him an each-way 

certainty, although the last run did expose what could happen if he tries to win and burns out. 

 

Monkfish’s stellar novice rating of 163 is actually surpassed by Royal Pagaille.  That may not 

hold up in the court of equine law that is Prestbury Park as Monkfish’s rating comes earned in 

Grade 1s, whereas Royal Pagaille earned his giving lumps of weight to slow horses around 

Haydock.  It is unlikely given the owner’s track record that they will pitch Royal Pagaille in here 

given they own both him and Monkfish.  Expect to see him takes his chances elsewhere.  Were 

he to run here he certainly won’t beat Monkfish in my eyes, and if it were due to a late 

unexpected Monkfish absence then he would probably assume favouritism and would be one to 

oppose on a course and ground combination that remain unproven. 

 

Eklat De Rire is sufficiently unexposed to retain some mystique.  The Escaria Ten that he beat 

by just under 2 lengths at Naas last time was probably much improved on the one that Monkfish 

beat by 15 lengths at Fairyhouse, but that still underlines the extent of the challenge here.  A 

front runner and athletic sort, Eklat De Rire is definitely going places, but if he runs here my 

instinct is that this is far too soon.  Two chase runs is not much and he will find the pace of this 

race a good deal faster than he has had to cope with so far in those two wins. 

  

Next Destination, The Big Breakaway and Sporting John lead the home team but all will be 

doing well even to play second fiddle here.  Sporting John is more likely to be in the percussion 

section as jockey Richard Johnson may well need to apply the old drumstick to keep this moody 

sort in rhythm.  His capitulation at this meeting last year does not augur well, and although he is 

a horse I like as he has mercurial bouts of talent, that doesn’t look enough to contest with a 

future Gold Cup horse. 

 

Next Destination is a hardy slugger and the sort to run an honest race here and possibly sneak 

into the frame.  I liked the way he ground it out at Warwick last time.  The yard has a superb 

record in this race and he may well be the best of the home team, but with the elimination of 

amateur riders the allure of running this stout stayer in the longer National Hunt Chase must be 

very tempting. 

 

The Big Breakaway is a horse with a big reputation and plenty of fans. He has shown enough 

when placed in a Ballymore here last year and when winning his novice chase here earlier in 

the season to suggest that he has big race success in him.  The stable is in better form now 

than it has been for much of the season and he has the class to get involved.  Again though, he 

has enough of a fan club to see him trading more than a few points lower than he should. 

 

This is a coronation in the making.  Admire the mighty MONKFISH and hopefully keep nursing 

that Young Guns ticket. 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 3 - The Coral Cup Handicap Hurdle - 2 1/2 miles  
  
Selected Current Odds: 7 Grand Roi, 10 Koshari, 16 You Raised Me Up 
 
Whenever a race is sponsored by a bookmaker you know it’s trying to tell you something.  Like 
the gingerbread house in Hansel and Gretel, this race is designed to tempt you in with its array 
of tasty titbits hoping that the evil witch (the bookie) can eat you (or at least your savings).  It’s 
certainly true that trying to find the winner can feel like a Grim(m) tale… 
 
Well our trail of breadcrumbs should be aimed at leading us to a well weighted novice or second 
season hurdler with a touch of class, and thankfully there are three that nicely fit that bill. 
 
The market favours Grand Roi, and it is easy to see why.  He looked a classy juvenile for Nicky 
Henderson and looks to have improved further after a big money move to Ireland.  Placed in a 
good Grade 3, he then won a Grade 2 well next time, and back at Grade 3 level last time at 
Naas he chased home the useful Bachasson giving him 7lbs.  He gets an 8lb pull if that rival 
reopposes and that form has already been flattered by the useful Beacon Edge who was third.   
 
He has the look of a horse who should be a mid-150s type and gets in here off 149. It's not a 
complete gift and the handicapper, the bookies and the punters have seen him coming, but 
nonetheless he looks likely to be a big factor. 
 
Bachasson himself is very interesting if only Willie Mullins was to send him over.  The plan 
appears to be to wait for targets at Fairyhouse, but this one’s 6th place in this race was achieved 
from way off the pace in a slowly run race and he can be expected to fare a whole lot better 
should be run here and get the more usual fast pace to aim at. 
 
The rating of 140 given to the unbeaten Bear Ghylls looks pretty generous.  He hasn’t been 
stretched yet including when an easy winner of an Exeter handicap off a mark of 130 last time.  
It looks more likely he will try his hand in the Grade 1 Ballymore hurdle that opens this card, but 
the very fact that he may take on those classy types off levels suggests his small yard think he 
is much better than a 140 horse.  Should they decide to take the handicap route he will have 
inexperience to overcome but that is a mightily attractive rating. 
 
The last of the trio is the Irish raider You Raised Me Up, a horse I could only risk tipping in this 
most extraordinary of years when I won’t have to put up with my good friend Pete doing his best 
Josh Groban and launching into full song.  Neither will spectators sat behind him have to endure 
him standing up for the key change finale, assuming of course that you could identify that there 
was a key in the first place. 
 
Nonetheless this Irish 8yo could have us all singing come the line as he arrives in sparkling 
form.  Technically still a novice having failed to win any of his four races last season, but ended 
with a handicap debut in the valuable Ladbrokes hurdle at Leopardstown where he led briefly on 
the run-in before finishing a close 3rd.  Two runs this season saw him drop the maiden tag easily 
at Listowel before taking a long break and returning with a nice win in a decent little novice 
event at Naas.  He looked good throughout that day and was probably value for much more 
than the eventual half length margin.  He looks to be on the improve and coming here on the 
crest of a wave.  That last run was his first beyond 2 miles and he has other options this week 
including the County Hurdle where he would not be without a chance, but this looks his best 
opportunity and I hope he comes here. 
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Of those we know a bit more about, there is plenty of support for Botox Has.  The answer to the 
question “What has my friend Phil looking so young?”, this guy’s only defeat here came behind 
the useful Allmankind as a juvenile last year.  He avenged that when a good winner here in 
October, but has been a little bit below that form in good races elsewhere since.  Whilst he has 
winning soft ground form, he seems better to me on a sound surface and has a solid each way 
chance in the sunshine. 
 
Trainer Nicky Henderson won this last year, and the year before that, and actually has won 4 of 
the last 11.  He has plenty entered but his leading hopes look to be Allart, Birchdale and 
Craigneiche.  Allart ran a good race to be 5th in the Supreme here last year off which he has 
earned a mark of 149.  That may not be a gift but he has been novice chasing since and simply 
hasn’t had the chance to show what he could achieve over hurdles.  He makes appeal 
especially as his breeding would suggest this step up in trip would see him in better light. 
 
Birchdale was fancied when finishing 8th in this last year in what was his only run of the season.  
That was better than it sounds as he was ridden at the back for a finishing burst in a race that 
was 7 seconds slower than the novice event on the same day.  A slowly run Coral Cup is rare 
and it did the hold-up horses no favours.  He has had the advantage of more activity this 
season, and although his form chasing and in all weather bumpers is hardly compelling, he is 
back now to conditions that should suit him better. 
 
Craigneiche brings the seen-it done-it credentials of landing a valuable handicap last time.  That 
isn’t always the best preparation as it gives the handicapper a chance to have his say which has 
to the tune of 12lbs. Still, that was only this horse’s 4th lifetime start so he is entitled to be getting 
better still, and although hiked up in the weights relatively, in absolute terms he stills gets in 
here off a fair weight. 
 
Saint Sonnet is an interesting runner at a huge price for Paul Nicholls.  He has been given the 
same hurdles mark as his chasing mark, but we haven’t seen him over hurdles since his import 
from France.  He was 7th as a novice in the Marsh chase here last year, which was good form, 
but the wheels have dropped off this season with form figures of FPP.  His jumping seems to 
have disintegrated but his has seen his rating edge downwards and this switch to hurdling is an 
interesting move.  Nicholls is happy to use a young jockey and claim a few pounds in these 
races and he could be a lively outsider as his trainer can’t help but mention him in stable tour 
interviews even though the market would have us believe he has no chance. 
 
A race rich in options and it is not hard to see why Grand Roi heads the market.  I think there 
may be better value in fellow Irish raider YOU RAISED ME UP for whom it looks like this race is 
coming at the perfect time in his career, and offers an excellent value bet.  SAINT SONNET is 
interesting as an each-way contender given trainer Nicholls keeps mentioning him in his festival 
previews, and just gets the understudy verdict over the similarly interesting Birchdale. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 
please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 4 - The Champion Chase - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds:  4/5 Chacun Pour Soir, 7 Altior, 8 Nube Negra 

Last year this race was being billed as the clash of the big three; Altior, Chacun Pour Soir and 

Defi du Seuil.  The first two missed the race with late injuries leaving Defi as odds on favourite 

just in time for him to suffer a bizarrely instantaneous loss of form that even the Liverpool back 

four would do well to match, and from which he has never recovered. 

 

The big three have taken hugely different paths since.  Defi remains in a mid-career crisis and 

will not be taking in this race whilst he tries to “find himself” in a grassy paddock.  Altior has 

been seen just once when suffering the kind of defeat that befits a now 11yo trying to win a test 

of speed. 

 

Chacun Pour Soir however is three from three since his last second withdrawal here last year.  

He wasn’t overly impressive at Cork on his return, but two wide margin wins over Notebook and 

Fakir D’Oudaries at Leopardstown looked to ooze class and he is rightfully the odds-on favourite 

for a race which may not take much winning. 

 

As a 9yo he is arguably not far from pensionable age himself, but he has been lightly raced in a 

career blighted by injury and arrives with few miles on the clock.  He has shown tactical 

flexibility this season, however for a short priced odds-on shot he does miss course form.  He 

should handle Cheltenham ok, but there are a few downhill fences at Cork and I was not quite 

convinced by this fella over those.  Add in the stiff uphill finish and this may not be ideal for him.  

He probably has enough in hand to overcome those doubts, but I personally wouldn’t be piling 

in at odds-on for him to do so. 

 

Altior was summarily dismissed at Kempton on his comeback by the speedy Nube Negra.  That 

form gives Dan Skelton’s smooth travelling youngster a huge chance.  I remember liking his 

chances for a Fred Winter here a few years ago and he was out-fought there.  I wonder if the 

flat Kempton speed test might just be his best conditions, whilst this stiffer test could just see 

him a short runner.  There is no arguing with the stable form, and good ground would certainly 

help his cause. 

 

If Nube Negra may not be at his best here, the same cannot be said of legendary four-time 

festival winner Altior. He loves it here, the question is not his quality so much as how much of 

that and how much of his basic speed is still in the legs at age 11.  Plenty of old champions 

have bowed out when put into the furnace of festival competition, and there is an all-or-nothing 

risk here that if the horse isn’t going well then jockey Nico de Boinville might just pull him out.  

But for every 10 flames extinguished there is a Sprinter Sacre moment when an old champion 

digs deep one last time.  The challenge for de Boinville is keeping this guy in touch, as there 

was a glimpse at Kempton that the last furlong surge is still there.  He didn’t jump for me with 

the old fluency that day, and in fact possibly hasn’t now for a few years.  If he spends too long in 
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the air here, they’ll be gone before he lands.  I just wonder whether cagey old Henderson might 

spring us a pair of first-time cheek-pieces in the declarations… 

 

Nature abhors a vacuum according to Aristotle, and seeks to immediately fill it, which proved to 

be the case in this race last year when the capitulation of the odds-on favourite coupled with the 

absence of the big guns, left a vacuum ably filled by a front running Politilogue.  A Tingle Creek 

win shows that was no fluke, an Ascot thrashing showing that he can’t be relied upon as top 

class.  A good honest warrior, but surely not good enough to be a multiple winner of this race. 

 

First Flow was the winner of that Ascot race and has come on leaps and bounds this season, 

literally as it is his bold jumping that has elevated his game.  He might be one who would prefer 

to see it a bit softer but he will help ensure the mid-race pace remains very honest, hard though 

to see him holding them off from the bottom of the hill. 

 

If the ground turns good, then that would be essential for a big run from Rouge Vif.  He very 

occasionally shows glimpses of form at a high level including when thrashing Nube Negra at 

Warwick last year and when an easy winner of a handicap here on good ground in October off a 

rating in the mid-150s.  When he doesn’t get his ground, it can be far less rosy as a comfortable 

defeat behind Politilogue at Sandown and a total eclipse at Kempton behind Nube Negra have 

shown.  The stable though is in better form now than they were and if he gets his ground there 

is the suspicion that he can hit the frame here. 

 

Rouge Vif was third in a muddy Arkle last year.  The two ahead of him there were Put The Kettle 

On and Fakir D’Oudaries.  Fakir seems to find it hard to get his head in front but the opposite is 

true of the mare as Put The Kettle On is now 3 from 3 at this track.  Both have it to do with 

Chacun on form this season but unlike him they have Cheltenham merit badges and that could 

haul them back into the mix. 

 

Its hard to see ALTIOR retaining enough quality to beat an on song younger Chacun if that one 

takes Cheltenham in his humungous stride, but if the favourite dips in any way, then it is not so 

hard to see Altior beating off the rest of these challengers particularly if his trainer applies some 

first-time headgear.  He may just be the value in the race, and I certainly would put no-one off a 

little each way on Rouge Vif at big prices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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Wed:  Race 5 Glenfarclas Cross Country Chase - 4 miles - cross country  

Selected Current Odds: 5/4 Easysland, 6 Tiger Roll, Potters Corner, Shady Operator 
 
It’s the annual exercise in equine Chaos Theory.  Ever decreasing circles around the 
Cheltenham infield, jumping over banks, fences, hedges, rails, wedges of cheese (allegedly), 
then weaving up the home straight like contestants in the broom challenge. 

 
Not many horses take on this obstacle challenge, and even less good ones.  As such, since this 
moved to level weights, it has seen a few quality horses completely dominate, with the legend 
Tiger Roll and then last year Easysland sauntering to massive margin wins.  That pair are back 
again this year and frankly if they are on top form then there doesn’t appear to be anything else 
in this field to match them.  But then it’s all about the “if”. 
 
In Tiger’s case, he was returning from injury when competing with Easysland before getting very 
tired late on in this last year.  He’s on the comeback trail again, and although racing with zest 
over hurdles last time he still folded tamely late on.  I don’t want to rule out such a legend too 
easily, but at 11yo and with many hard-earned battle scars he looks a pretty tight price.  One for 
the sentimentalists (and I’d normally be at the top of that queue), but it’s hard to make a case 
that he is a value option. 
 
That would leave the race at the mercy of a peak form Easysland, and therein again lies the 
question.  Totally dominant in this last year he has been seen only once since when a laboured 
fourth here in the Autumn. He was giving lumps of weight to everything that day.  On the 
numbers he should dominate again, getting for example a massive 21lb pull with Potters Corner 
for a 2l beating.  The issue was more the error strewn jumping round he put in that day and 
suggestions he has not been quite 100%.  The obvious winner, but a few niggling doubts.   
 
Most of the rest of these are like a German nudist beach; wholly exposed, older than ideal, and 
not particularly attractively weighted.  I am more than happy to divert my gaze, and if there are 
any viable challengers, they are more likely to be those we’ve, thankfully, seen far less of. 
 
Shady Operator is a decent young chaser who his owner has added as the latest flag-bearer for 
these events.  He was impressively fluent over the Punchestown banks on his debut at this 
discipline in February in a race that historically provided a good guide to the Irish 
challenge.  The sense is he is very much his owner’s second string after Easysland, and this 
may be a sighter towards future success, but if his Gallic owner-mate is below par to any degree 
then he is very much the one to pick up the mantle. 
 
Potters Corner takes this in en route to the National.  He is still pretty competitive in his older 
years and is entitled to do better at this test having had a chance to get his eye in here in 
November.  Has it all to do with Easysland on that form though and the market doesn’t seem to 
factor in just what a challenge that is. 
 
Just enough doubts over last year’s hero Easysland to be put off at the cramped odds, and 
SHADY OPERATOR offers by some margin the only credible threat should the Frenchman be 
below par. 
 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook.
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WED:  Race 6 - The Grand Annual Chase - 2 miles   

Current Selected Odds – 7 Sky Pirate, 8 Embittered, Entoucas, 12 Zanza 
 
The most fast and furious of the handicap chases here gets an extra dose of pace by being 
shifted from its Friday slot into this new slot on Wednesday and with that a shift from the 
galloping test of the New Course to the sheer speed test of the Old Course. 

 
Logically that should favour horses who can travel near the pace as it is likely to be much harder 
to pull off waiting tactics as there is precious little time for the field to come back to you off the 
home bend.  Additionally, the later stages of this will be run off a few sharper bends and the 
scope for traffic issues is magnified.  That said, we rarely see 2m handicap chases of this size 
run at this course. 
 
There are two blocks of form here that looks likely to provide the winner, the Irish novices, and 
the UK handicappers. 
 
The Irish novices seem to be a private entry for Joseph O’Brien who brings three likely types in 
Entoucas, Embittered and A Wave Of The Sea. 
 
Entoucas seems to have been long prepared with this in mind, consistent with owner JP 
McManus’s targeting of these Festival handicaps.  He was runner up in a couple of fair novice 
events before three placed runs in major handicaps.  There is an argument that his two recent 
fourths suggest he doesn’t have much in hand in ratings, but I think it is wise placement to give 
a novice some experience of the big handicap hustle and bustle, and to experiment a little in 
how best to ride him.  That looked the case at Leopardstown last time when given a much more 
prominent ride than we should expect here.  This will have been the target all along, everything 
will have been geared towards this and we should expect him to be ready for a personal best. 
 
Embittered has taken the less visible route, more consistent with the way his owners campaign 
their horses.  He has run creditably but in arrears in some of Ireland’s leading Grade 1 chases 
and as such has given the handicapper precious little to rate.  He has had a bit of a guess, and 
based on this horse’s hurdles effort when placed in last year’s County Hurdle it is a guess that 
gives him a live chance.  I don’t think his prep for this is as long-planned or thorough as 
Entoucas so I just favour his stablemate. 
 
A Wave Of The Sea won the valuable Leopardstown handicap in which Entoucas was 4th last 
time.  The UK handicapper has been kinder with him than most and he remains on a decent 
mark.  I wonder if he will have the fluency for this real speed test but he certainly is another with 
a good chance for connections. 
 
The UK handicap block is headed by Sky Pirate and revolves around his impressive win in a 
good handicap here in December.  More good runs since mean he is now a full 18lbs higher 
which looks a really stiff ask.  He beat Ibleo that day, and he too has advertised that form with 
easy wins since and he is himself 17lbs higher than in December. 
 
Those two finished well clear that day, but Zanza was travelling very well when falling 3 out.  It’s 
arguable whether he would have beaten the equally smooth travelling Sky Pirate, but it seemed 
sure he would have been a feature in the finish.  He hasn’t been seen since, but that will have 
been intentional as he is both best fresh and best on good ground.  As such he runs off an 
unchanged rating making him massively better off with Sky Pirate and Ibleo and if getting his 
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decent surface then he need only to avoid that calamitous jumping error to be a huge 
contender. 
 
By extension, if I fancy Zanza I have to consider roguish veteran Maracudja.  He has been 
around the block a few times and was 8th in this race two years ago and well beaten last 
year.  That said he was in contention until the second last having suffered a controversial hike 
up to a mark of 154 just before the festival.  That has reverted since and now he is in here off 
just 134.  He was beaten an easy 8l by Zanza on his last encounter with good ground, but gets 
a healthy 11lbs pull in the weights and comes here on his second run after a wind op.  His 
recent third to Umbrigado looks better with hindsight and although a veteran he is not without a 
squeak on the numbers for a stable in flying form. 
 
Chosen Mate won this last year in easy fashion, he has been quiet ever since and would be a 
follow up contender, but he won as an in-form horse off 146 and is now asked to defend as an 
out of form horse off 156. 
 
Us And Them was third last year off 148, he has also shown precious little since but at least 
gets back in here off 147.  He has a touch of quality and is almost certainly going to show a lot 
more here than we have seen of late.  The suspicion is he won’t have enough to handle his 
stablemate novices, but he is certainly in the mix. 
 
This should be a blast.  I am sorely tempted by Maracudja, but have been suckered into these 
veterans too many times.  I fancy ENTOUCAS to be ready to run for his life amongst the Irish 
novice contingent, whilst the figures suggest that ZANZA has a massive chance from the home 
contingent.  Splitting stakes between that pair should offer a lively chance of collecting. 
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WED:  Race 7 - The Bumper - 2 miles FLAT  
 

Selected Current Odds: 7/4 Kilcruit, 2/1 Sir Gerhard 

 

The market would have us believe this is a two runner race, with Irish big hitters Kilcruit and Sir 
Gerhard effectively a combined 4/9 to take this.  Can it really be that open and shut? 

 
The case for Kilcruit is partly the Mullins factor with Willie having dominated this race (as he has 
many) ever since he used it to announce his arrival.  It helps of course that Kilcruit absolutely 
cruised to victory in a Grade 1 at Leopardstown last time.  That was a very quickly run race for 
this class and there was a suspicion that although Kilcruit was the best horse in the race, his 
superiority was significantly emphasised by being ridden with more constraint than his main 
rivals.  Odds of 2/1 or less bake in the Willie factor and the Leopardstown win and a whole lot 
more, and there seems precious little value left in jumping on that bandwagon. 
 
Sir Gerhard comes down the Envoi Allen route, and the late switch to Henry de Bromhead does 
nothing to undermine those credentials.  He has barely been tested whilst looking very 
impressive in a couple of bumper wins.  He did not beat Letsbeclearaboutit by as much as 
Kilcruit did at Leopardstown, but factoring in the overly aggressive tactics that horse used 
behind Kilcruit, it is arguably similar form credentials.  The market suggests there won’t be much 
in it.  Again, every bit of promise and more is factored into the odds. 
 
If the front two are prohibitively short, then by extension there ought to be some value 
elsewhere.  Threestripelife and Hollow Games are unbeaten horses who feature as leading 
challengers.  They have scope to improve and theoretically could be anything, but when they 
and Sir Gerhard were all under the common care of Elliott there was never any doubt who was 
the top dog in the stable and it would be a surprise is either is able to cope with Sir Gerhard. 
 
Mares have a good record in this race with 4 wins including 2 of the last 4 runnings.  Mullins 
could run Grangee whilst the Nicholls trained Rainyday Woman was an impressive winner at 
Huntingdon.  But the value mare might be Elle Est Belle for Dan Skelton. 
 
It may not have been much of a race she won on debut at Aintree but she was deeply 
impressive that day.  She has had one more run when dead-heating in a good mares’ event 
over this course and distance in November.  I was impressed how well she travelled that day 
and she pretty much had the race won but just didn’t get up the hill as well as it looked like she 
might and she was joined on the line on ground that would have been more than soft enough for 
her.  She looks the smooth travelling sort who will enjoy a quicker surface.  She gets the very 
generous 7lbs allowance, and is the kind to run above her form, as many mares have done in 
this race, and looks the value option versus the big two. 
 
I’m not one to advocate 4/9 the front two here as value, nor can I pick between them on limited 
evidence with any confidence.  So, a little each-way may be the wisest option, and the mares’ 
allowance and drying ground suggest ELLE EST BELLE could be a bit of value. 
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THURS:  Race 1 - The Marsh Novices Chase - 2 1/2 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds:  5/6 Envoi Allen, 8 Shan Blue, 10 Chantry House  
 
 

I will miss many things as a result of remote-Cheltenham.  Hopefully there will be a few Zoom-
booms but they still won’t replace the fist-pump/bear-hug of shouting home a good winner at the 
track itself.  That great roar as the obligatory Irish banker hits the front just won’t be the same, 
although, more thankfully, the bathroom conditions are likely to be a whole lot more sanitary, 
and I certain won’t miss the 2am odour from The Beehive that has the kind of noxious toxicity 
usually associated with the Russian secret service‘s handling of political dissidents. 

 

If ITV Racing have an “Irish roar” crowd-noise button in the broadcast truck, then not only is it 
likely to get a lot of use through the week, they will need to crank it up to a Spinal Tap eleven for 
Thursday’s opening event, for here comes the man himself…. 

 

The last of this season’s big novice heavyweights comes in the form of unbeaten Irish superstar 
Envoi Allen, latterly of the Henry de Bromhead yard. 

 
He was unbeaten in four bumpers, culminating in a win in the Festival Bumper, unbeaten in four 
novice hurdles culminating in a win in the Ballymore Hurdle, and is now unbeaten in three 
novice chases and aiming to culminate in a win here for the third year in a row. 
 
He both unites and splits opinion.  Opinion is united that he will win this, if you asked 20 racing 
fans, I’d guess 19 of them would say he will win, and the other is just being mischievous.  In that 
regard a bookies’ offer of a fraction of odds-on looks epic value. 
 
Where he splits opinion is whether he has done enough yet to earn his truly stellar status.  The 
yes camp will say you can do no more that keep winning and that he only ever does enough to 
win cosily regardless of the strength of opposition.  The no camp would point out that he hasn’t 
for example beaten a horse of any great consequence over fences yet, and that the form is 
good but not exceptional. 
 
I’d guess that both camps will still have their soapboxes intact after this event as I expect a 
professional but unspectacular win.   Fans will be delighted as he continues the win streak 
without ever looking likely to lose.  The nay-sayers (neigh-sayers?) will pick holes in the likely 
opposition here.  The debate will roll on, probably deep into next season and the inevitable 
unification bout with the mighty Monkfish. 
 
Until then, the question is whether to lump on here, and the answer to that is probably yes. 
 
The likely main opposition comes on Sandown 1-2 Sporting John and Shan Blue.  The case for 
Sporting John relies on him being hugely moody.  For a long way at Sandown he was detached 
and seemingly going nowhere, but the stamina kicked in at the end and he surged past Shan 
Blue to win going away.  If he could be relied upon to have a similar going day then he could be 
the type to outrun his odds, but I was on him each way against Envoi in the Ballymore last year 
and he was awful.  It is hard to forgive him that effort and with each way terms essentially only 
paying a fraction more than a win bet on the favourite it is easy to let him pass as you can be 
damn sure which of those is the better option. 
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Shan Blue was similarly well beaten behind Envoi in the Ballymore last year.  The case for him 
is the fluency of his fencing.  He is undoubtedly the quickest jumper in this field and is capable 
of applying pressure with that fluency on a course that can favour front-running.  Sandown’s stiff 
2m4f in heavy ground was probably just too much of a test last time when outstayed by Sporting 
John.  On decent ground he will put the shape to the race, but with lifetime winning form on flat 
speedy tracks Kempton, Southwell and Wetherby, he looks more an Aintree type than a 
Cheltenham horse to me. 
 
Chantry House is expected to turn up and he has a touch of class as he showed when 3rd in the 
Supreme last year.  You have to forgive him though an anomaly of a run when stuffed here just 
before Christmas.  That can’t have been his true form, but given he will need to excel himself to 
worry the favourite here the risk seems to be more stacked towards the likelihood of a downside 
performance so he is one I’d leave alone at these odds. 
 
Scrolling through this field and it is striking how many of them are likely to run scared and go 
elsewhere.  That offers some potential for ante-post value as I can see that each-way terms for 
the top 3 home could look pretty generous if this turns into a 5-runner race!! 
 
Of those at monster odds, perhaps the Willie Mullin trained Blackbow would offer the best each 
way ante post stab.  His festival experience amounts to a Bumper 5th and he has been highly 
tried in the 2m division this season where his third in the Irish Arkle last time was arguably his 
best effort.  He may jump a bit better at this longer trip, and although he hasn’t gone beyond 2 
miles before he should find it within his scope.  Given my doubts about all those behind Envoi, 
backing to three places he could be worth a tickle in advance of final declarations. 
 
Hit that roar button, the ENVOI ALLEN bandwagon won’t be stopping quite yet.  He can extend 
his sequence and hopefully land us our novice treble, and indeed for the big gamblers amongst 
you there is a strong case to say that his current odds represent outstanding value.   For those 
of you looking to avoid odds-on, then some ante-post on Blackbow at 40s could look good if the 
race cuts up the way I think it might. 
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THURS:  Race 2 - The Pertemps Handicap Hurdle - 3 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds:  6 Imperial Alcazar, 7 The Bosses Oscar, Champagne Platinum  
 
“How do I love thee?  Let me count the ways… “. A quick glance at the bio of poet Elizabeth 
Barrett Browning (b 1806, d 1861) suggests she may not have had the Pertemps Handicap 
Hurdle in mind when she penned her immortal sonnet, but I’d like to think she was just ahead of 
her time.  The ways in which this legendary handicap is lovely are in fact countless, and I have 
been infatuated since old Willie Wumpkins landed an extraordinary hat-trick of wins in this aged 
11, 12 and 13.  Watching the Unsinkable Boxer hard on the steel off the home bend with AP 
looming over his rivals a la Steve Ovett.  And latterly the great Presenting Percy slicing through 
the field, and Sire Du Berlais’s epic back-to-back.   
 
This year’s final looks a little weaker than average but that may not make it any easier.  The 
qualifying conditions to this race make for intrigue as you have to finish top 6 in one of the series 
of qualifying events run through the season.  History suggests those that show too much of their 
hand can get too much attention from the handicapper, and it’s the sly old fox that sneaks into 
5th or 6th somewhere along the line that may have most in hand come the final. 
 
Given that, there is a challenge for Imperial Alcazar as he was a deeply impressive winner of 
the Warwick qualifier in January.  I am a big fan of this horse and he definitely has the quality 
and potential to end up better than a handicapper.  That impressive win could arguably have 
been given more of a penalty than the subsequent 8lb rise, and a mark of 147 still leaves the 
roughly 10lbs of headroom you might need to win one of these big handicaps.  Could this guy 
be a mid-150s horse?  Yes, I think so.  If I have reservations, they are firstly that he is pretty 
short in the market, but perhaps more importantly we have only seen him on pretty soft ground 
over hurdles to date.  He is by Vinnie Roe, and they tend to like it soft.  If this is a drying weather 
festival and things quicken up then he will be tested in ways we have yet to see of him.  I still 
think he has a big chance. 
 
I have long thought that The Bosses Oscar looked ideal for this having been arguably unlucky 
when outpaced in the Martin Pipe here last year over a shorter trip and hampered when making 
ground late on before a fast-finishing 5th.  That screamed Pertemps, as has his campaign this 
season.  All was going perfectly, but his close second in the Leopardstown qualifier that so often 
is the source of the winner here was perhaps a fraction too good.  The Irish handicapper hiked 
him up to 143, which is fine, but the UK handicapper has plumped for 151. 
 
As always, debate will rage about how the UK handicapper adjusts Irish hurdles ratings in 
particular by around 4 or 5lbs upwards.  The Irish trainers are up in arms, arms which usually 
end up full of the trophies anyway!  A rating of 143 for this guy was definitely generous in UK 
terms.  Had he gotten an extra 4lbs say to 147, then we are in the same discussion as with 
Imperial Alcazar, namely that it is feasible he could have 10lbs in hand.  At a mark of 151, 10lbs 
in hand would suggest he could run to 161, which is pretty much the equal of Stayers Hurdle 
favourite Thyme Hill.  That looks harder to stand behind.  He definitely suits this race, he is 
probably better than 151, but he may not be enough better to land this when others may be as 
well, if not better, weighted.  It would be no surprise to see a claiming jockey on board, but for 
every pound of weight advantage we gain, we lose some course know-how. 
 
Champagne Platinum is a horse I know well and qualified for this recently at Haydock with a 
performance so visibly conspicuous it would have had Russian cosmonauts calling in from the 
International Space Station to place their 25 Roubles each-way.  He exuded promise and looks 
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like one of the legendary plots his owner JP McManus specialises in.  There was similar support 
for him over fences here last year in the Kim Muir but he failed to deliver.  Back over hurdles 
there is little doubting that his mark of 139 is extremely competitive for a horse thought good 
enough as a novice two years ago to be shipped over for a Punchestown Grade 1 event.  The 
doubt with this guy is that he hasn’t won a race in over 2 years.  That is only 7 races, and he 
has probably been campaigned to get well handicapped, but it just offers some doubt about how 
easy he is to win with.  If we ask the question of him, does he have a potential 10lbs in hand 
then it’s an emphatic yes.  Will he deliver?...hmmm.  Drying ground may be more likely to bring 
out his best, I expect him to be on the bridle turning for home and the question will be answered 
on the hill. 
 
Four of these contested the Punchestown qualifier a few weeks ago that acts as the last gasp 
for qualification and was used successfully by Delta Work a few years ago.  They nicely 
occupied placed 3rd to 6th leaving them relatively unexposed. 
 
I didn’t see enough from Gabby’s Cross (5th) or perhaps Milliner (3rd) albeit the latter might 
improve for better ground.  However, Lynwood Gold (6th) is interesting being rated high enough 
to guarantee a run, and from connections who went close in this race with a similar type two 
years ago.  He was a decent flat horse for Mark Johnston and retains that ability based on his 
flat exploits in Ireland for new trainer Jessica Harrington, with a rating of 91 being pretty punchy.  
He had a likeable start to hurdling last Spring, including a win over the useful Blackbow, and ran 
ok when popped back over hurdles at Listowel.  The Punchestown run was his first since filling 
8th spot in the Cesarewich so he can be expected to improve.  He will need to, but the ground 
was soft enough there and squeezing into 6th place felt very much like job done.  If the ground 
quickens up, this course, with just two jumps in the last mile, will feel more like a flat race and 
could play very much to this one’s strengths. 
 
Ahead of Lynwood Gold in 4th was the lowly weighted Dalton Highway.  Whereas connections 
of The Bosses Oscar may feel aggrieved being given a more than average hike by the UK 
assessor, the extra 7lbs this guy gets actually helps boost his chances of making the field.  He 
still needs a few to drop out, but if he gets in, he is likely to be carrying just 10st.  He stayed on 
nicely at Punchestown, and has promised to do well in one of these big handicaps ever since 
landing a decent race at Leopardstown over Christmas 2019.  He gets 7lbs off Lynwood Gold 
but would be giving him a pound in a flat race where he improved over last Summer to a mark of 
92, including a smooth win at the Curragh on good ground.  He looks just the sort to be well 
ahead of this lowly mark once on a decent surface and is potentially excellent value if sneaking 
in as he will enjoy the long pull up the straight. 
 
A great renewal of the race as always.  Amongst the market leaders, Imperial Alcazar could be 
hard to beat if it came up soft, whilst long term hopes for The Bosses Oscar persist but are 
tempered by the handicapper’s cautious treatment.  Instead, I’ll turn to the low weight.  
DALTON HIGHWAY is top pick in the hope that decent ground will see huge improvement.  He 
needs a few to drop out to get in, and Lynwood Gold offers a similar chance should Dalton miss 
out.  No ticket should be without CHAMPAGNE PLATINUM, who despite doubts about his 
resolution is likely to be galloping all over this field on the run to the last and should be given a 
chance to prove he can see it through. 
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THURS:  Race 3 - The Ryanair Chase - 2 1/2 miles 

  

Selected Current Odds: 5 Allaho, 6 Melon, Min, 13/2 Imperial Aura  
 
Historically the Thursday at Cheltenham would be the one day I would choose to miss if you put 

a gun to my head, and let’s face it, I’d probably still take my chances with the bullet.  This year 

though, from both a racing and a punting perspective, it is simply unmissable.  One of key 

features for that is the competitiveness of the two feature races, and first up it’s the Ryanair. 

A wide-open betting market suggests there is no world-beater in this field, but in truth there are 

numerous stars on show and the stage is set for one of them to claim those honours. 

The market narrowly favours the gorgeous Allaho. I said in this guide two years ago that if I 

could own one horse on looks it would be this fella (although maybe now Monkfish !!).  I have 

long felt that Willie Mullins has been barking up the wrong tree trying to harness this horse’s 

exuberance and long flowing stride into 3 mile events, with the Albert Bartlett 2 years ago and 

the RSA last year.  He didn’t get up the hill either time but finished a good third in both.  Efforts 

to stay 3m were finally abandoned after a non-staying 4th at Christmas, and an all-the-way win 

over useful mare Elimay back at 2m4f last time signalled that this should be the target. 

He likes to bowl along near the pace, and there are a number of these who will want to be in the 

same spot.  To dominate may require using up too much early fuel, but accepting a spot just 

behind the pace requires the horse to settle.  My issue with this guy is whether he will settle well 

enough. 

Min has won this for the last two years and is clearly a high quality horse.  He too likes to bowl 

along near the front and was quick to pounce last year once Frodon tried to tactically slow 

things up.  He will be near the front the whole way and will keep any other pace-setter honest.  

His jumping rather worryingly went to pieces last time at Leopardstown and there will be no 

hiding place here.  As a 10yo now there would be a concern that he could be dropping from the 

summit of his achievement, but he has bounced back from a poor run before and still sets a 

high standard. 

Melon is the other of the Mullins big three and he really deserves a festival success after four 

consecutive runner-up spots in a Supreme, two Champion Hurdles and the Marsh last year by a 

hair’s breadth.  He is another that Willie has tried to get over 3 miles, but he just doesn’t have 

the legs.  His best tactics are very similar to his stablemates in that he likes to be up there the 

whole way and he is a spectacular jumper who will be wanting to get full value for his leaps by 

keeping the gas on.  He rounds out a top-quality Mullins challenge. 

The leading home defence looks likely to be a hero of this guide last year, Imperial Aura.  He 

won the novice handicap in great style here last year, and has carried on this season with a tidy 

win at Carlisle and then a really taking effort at Ascot marked by some spectacular jumping.  Not 

quite the same story at Kempton last time when he unseated when seemingly distracted at the 

second fence by gazing at the camera car.  That is not an ideal preparation, but was pretty 

uncharacteristic of a normally bold jumper.  Amongst some speedy types he looks like the real 

stayer.  He put in some bold leaps to hold his position in the handicap last year, he will need to 

be at his most fluent to keep tabs on Willie’s class acts here.  This stiffer track will suit him but 
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my fear is that he will be out of his comfort zone early and jockey David Bass will be gambling 

on some long leaps to keep him in the hunt.  If he is thereabouts at the top of the hill with 4 to 

jump, then I think he will come home best of all and I love the fact that the best part of his race 

is usually the last part. 

Saint Calvados nearly stole this from Min last year and a better jump at the last might arguably 

have seem him prevail.  Still only an 8yo he has been around a while as he was a precocious 

chaser, and with so many wanting to force the pace it could play into his hands as a former 

hothead but now chilly hold-up horse.  He ran a blinder in the King George where he was 

another to find 3m a bit too much and was creeping into things at Sandown when making an 

uncharacteristic race-ending error.  This will be run ideally and he has a touch of class but he 

looks a little too close in the market to some of these given that the stable is yet to hit their best 

form this season. 

Mister Fisher might end up as the best of the hold-up crowd.  He was only good enough for 6th, 

well behind Melon in the Marsh last year, but he arguably needs good ground to be at his best 

and he would not have enjoyed the mud last year.  With drying ground this smooth moving sort 

could be just the type to leave his past form behind, particularly if the race falls as well for him 

tactically as it threatens to do. 

And what of Samcro.  The Envoi Allen of his day, whose halo slipped dramatically only to show 

a glimpse of what might have been when chinning Melon right on the line in last year’s Marsh.  It 

has been a reversion to his worst of ways since, but drying Spring ground could potentially 

spark something, and he is sure to still carry a few die-hards into battle. 

A great Ryanair which could hinge entirely on the tactical battle at the front end of the race.  My 

gut feel is that one of the pace-pressers will find the rhythm and the position to go on and win 

this, and it is unlikely that four class horses will run themselves into the ground and open it up 

for the hold up horses.  Of the Willie trio, I suspect Allaho is the one with the most current 

potential to boss this.  Against that is the open question of whether IMPERIAL AURA can lay up 

with the pace long enough to allow his stamina advantage to become the dominant card, and 

after last year’s heroics for us he deserves to win that coin-toss. 
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THURS:  Race 4 - The Stayers Hurdle - 3 1/4 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 10/3 Paisley Park, 7/2 Thyme Hill, 7 Roksana 
 
Jump racing is full of romantic notions and there are few more emotional moments than when 
an old champion regains their title, Kauto Star did it, Hurricane Fly did it, and there wasn’t a dry 
eye in the house when Sprinter Sacre surged home.  For all the romance, it’s a feat that is rarely 
achieved. 

 
With the Stayers Hurdle in mind, you have to go back to old Crimson Embers in 1986 to find a 
horse regain this title having lost it on the track, Inglis Drever regained his title after missing a 
year through injury. 
 
That is the task facing favourite Paisley Park who was so impressive in 2019 and yet so 
disappointing in 2020. His only two poor runs in his history are in fact 2 of his 3 festival runs, 
sandwiching that epic win.  His run-style fits many of those old champions in this race in that he 
often finds himself in trouble only to find his stride and finish best of all.  He never found that 
rhythm when odds-on to win this race last year and it was all eyes on him to see how he would 
respond this season. 
 
Two runs, and two tight battles with the younger Thyme Hill, suggests he is back to something 
like his best.  On good ground at Newbury conceding 3lbs he couldn’t quite reel in his younger 
rival.  At Ascot, in the mud off level weights it was classic Paisley, looking beaten between the 
last two hurdles but finding a late surge to come through and win on the line.  Strictly on 
numbers he is entitled to be favourite, but he is the older horse, and this looks likely to be a 
quicker surface, and I am not so sure this will be run to help his stamina kick in and there is a 
danger at least one of these will slip away and be too much to overhaul. 
 
The most likely of candidates for that is Thyme Hill.  Placed in the bumper two years ago and 
fourth in an epic Albert Bartlett last year where he had very little luck in running and could 
feasibly have gotten even closer.  Everything went right for him at Newbury and he ran out a tidy 
winner.  Everything went right at Ascot, but the anguished yowl of jockey Richard Johnson after 
he got pipped on the line said much about how he felt things had fallen tactically at the 
death.  He knows he can’t give Paisley too much of a target, but in fairness the heavy ground 
there was probably pivotal.  He should expect that on a better surface he will be going much 
better than his old rival turning in, and Johnson will be desperately holding on to try and use his 
younger horse’s final burst to conclusive effect this time.  They are equal in the market, but in 
my view the chances are stacked in favour of the younger horse. 
 
Roksana was only just behind that pair at Ascot in receipt of her mares’ allowance.  She has 
winning festival form at 2m4f and will be ridden for a late challenge.  She has tended to show 
her best in soft ground but that is arguably because it emphasises her stamina at shorter 
trips.  At this 3m she may not need as much underhoof assistance and she clearly doesn’t need 
to find much to get involved.  I suspect she may still finish behind the other two but she is not 
without a chance. 
 
Against the big UK contenders, the Irish challenge revolves around a similar three-way Grade 1 
fight, this time at Leopardstown over Christmas. Flooring Porter pulled off a bit of a shock win 
there by slipping his field for a runaway front running victory.  There was no fluke about that, but 
they are clearly harder tactics to pull off at Cheltenham, where the course, the quality of 
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opposition, and the element of surprise will all be more adversely stacked.  He is essential to 
this race as he pretty much ensures a strong gallop but ultimately that may impact how the 
result works out for his rivals more than for himself. 
 
The horses that chased him home at Leopardstown were old rivals The Storyteller and Sire Du 
Berlais.  There wasn’t much between them as there wasn’t when they went 1-2 in last year’s 
Pertemps final.  That race was much quicker than this race last year, and there was no fluke in 
Sire Du Berlais giving 3lbs and a beating to The Storyteller.  The Sire has never been at his best 
at Leopardstown over Christmas and indeed until an early season win this season his only two 
lifetime wins had been his two Pertemps triumphs. 
 
I think Sire Du Berlais should have the edge on The Storyteller all things being equal, but when 
he won his Pertemps here two years ago it was an inspired ride on a horse who was never 
going well.  He travelled much better on softer ground last season.  I love the horse, but if it 
dries up, I wonder just how well he will be able to hold his position down the hill and maybe his 
smoother travelling rival The Storyteller might prefer the conditions. 
 
Last year’s winner Lisnagar Oscar should just be ignored.  I was gutted to see him win at 
massive odds unbacked having been on him the previous year when he was 5th in the Albert 
Bartlett.  He enjoyed the very fast early pace last year as it turned things into a real slog and he 
may get that again here courtesy of Flooring Porter.  He hasn’t been in the best form this 
season but after a wind op he was much better at Haydock last time and he has an excellent 
each way chance. 
 
A fascinating clash, but with the ground riding better, and with some guaranteed pace, this 
should set up perfectly for THYME HILL and it will be fascinating watching jockey Johnson time 
his challenge. 
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THURS:  Race 5 - The Festival Plate - 2 1/2 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 8 Conflated, Farclas, 12 Caribbean Boy 

This bete noir has rapidly become a family pet, with a long period of bad luck being turned on its 

head first by Sirrah Du Lac and then spectacularly last year by my bet of the meeting, Simply 

The Betts.  A hat-trick in the Plate?  Surely not…. 

The key here could be with owners Gigginstown Stud.  The Michael O’Leary crowd are typified 

by multiple runners in these big handicap chases, they have landed this event a few times in the 

past and may have as many as five runners from their massed entries, within which they have a 

couple of outstanding chances. 

Conflated is a novice with a lot of potential.  He ran in good novice hurdles last year and has 

taken on some useful novice chasers this season.  I have to be pretty forgiving with this fella as 

some of his form this season has been dire, but he is a curious type, who despite hanging to his 

right in victory at left-handed Naas, seems to actually hate going right-handed.  He was very 

poor last time at Christmas, but has been given a nice break since.  He is almost certainly better 

than his mark, but a lot will depend on whether he is on a going day. 

Stablemate Farclas is a much more reliable performer, the key question with him being whether 

he has shown too much to the handicapper. This grey brings solid course credentials as a 

Grade 1 festival winner in the Triumph Hurdle and has transitioned well to fences, initially with a 

good Summer campaign in 2019, and then latterly, after returning from injury, with three good 

runs this season.  His last two runs when 3rd in the valuable Paddy Power over a slightly too 

long 3 miles, and then when 4th in a valuable handicap at the Dublin racing Festival at this trip, 

looked like a batsman playing himself in, or a golfer hitting a few practice balls.  At 

Leopardstown last time, he would have gone close but for an error 2 out, he fought back to lead 

halfway up the run in but that told in the last 100yds.  He can bide his time in this test and he 

looks a rock-solid option. 

Umbrigado was an impressive winner of a valuable race at Newbury recently.  He picks up a 5lb 

penalty for that but is probably worth a few pounds more than that.  He looks a very competent 

chaser for a novice and comes from a yard with an excellent record in handicap chases here 

with novices.  With a few handicap wins to his name he would have a profile consistent with the 

last two winners of this race and he clearly has a fair chance. 

Caribbean Boy is an interesting sort who may well end up with near top weight in this.  There 

were thoughts of Grade 1 Ryanair Chase targets after his reappearance win at Newbury where 

he jumped like a stag on the way to beating a couple of useful novices.  That may have been a 

slight over-reaction and he was put in his place when last of three to Dashel Drasher at Ascot 

next time.  That looks better in hindsight, but his scrappy 4th at Sandown last time dropped to 2 

miles was unequivocally disappointing.  The case to be made here is ground related.  Those 

last two races were on heavy ground and he simply hasn’t jumped like he did on good ground at 

Newbury.  If a better surface here sees a reversion to that quality of fencing then he offers a 

class angle in the field. 

Dan Skelton has an interesting hand to play here and it will informative to see what he does with 

commonly owned pair Oldgrangewood and Romain de Senam.  Oldgrangewood is a veteran 
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10yo now at his fourth festival.  He was arguably in lifetime best form last season and ran an 

excellent 4th in this race, not beaten very far off a mark of 147.  He has remained in good nick 

this year and returns off 146 and likely to be favoured by decent ground and again has a good 

each way chance. 

Stablemate Romain de Senam has some good festival form, being very unlucky not to win the 

Fred Winter, and some less good form as when 12th in this three years ago.  He has tended to 

avoid the festival since and may have been advised to avoid the course altogether as his form 

here since amounts to UPB.  Not exactly auspicious but the key to this guy is a good surface.  It 

may have been officially soft at Musselburgh two runs ago, but Musselburgh soft is most 

courses good and they blitzed around that day and he thrashed them by a widening 12 lengths.  

He naturally got a whopping 10lb hike for that and his mark of 148 has historically been beyond 

his grasp, but he ran off that when 4th at Kempton recently in a valuable 3m handicap where he 

was arguably going as well as any turning in only to find that trip too much.  He doesn’t have 

tons in hand, but he will relish a quick surface and he is potentially overpriced each way value if 

the sun shines. 

 

This looks booked for Gigginstown and we prefer the solid FARCLAS to emerge as lead singer 

of the maroon five.  Stablemate Conflated is a higher risk, possibly higher reward option, but we 

will take one of the Skelton old boys to place with OLDGRANGEWOOD looking marginally the 

more reliable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 
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THURS:  Race 6 - The Mares Novice Hurdle - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 5 Hook Up, Royal Kahala, 11 Glens Of Antrim, 100-1 Igiveashit 

There are several ways to find a winner.  There are the paddock judges who will position 
themselves to get the best view of these mares walking away from them, telling you about the 
curve of their withers and the attractive hindquarters.  Then there’s the form buffs, myself 
included, who will poor over the merits of a 3lb weight pull for 2 lengths in a slowly run maiden 
at Navan.  And then there’s the casual punter who will take one look and say “Willie Mullins - 
that’ll do.”.  Guess which one of those will have enjoyed this race so far. 

 
Yes, the roll of honour here has more Willies than Naked Attraction, the bare bones on display 
showing that all five races since inception have gone the way of the Carlow maestro. 
 
Usually, there’s a big Willie bandwagon on a short-priced market leader, but this year things 
look much more open.  That hasn’t stopped him landing with some long shots in the past and 
his stable is the obvious place to start. 
 
Hook Up is a novice as she failed to win as a juvenile last year including when well beaten over 
this course and distance in last year’s Triumph hurdle, which in itself is no issue as the same 
trainer’s Lets Dance pulled off that trick in winning this.  Her form though has been a bit patchy 
this year, and she would struggle to overturn form with Royal Kahala based on defeat to her at 
Fairyhouse.   But then her last run, when a staying on 4th to Appreciate It in a Grade 1 novice at 
Leopardstown would probably be good enough to go close in this.  Given the stable’s exemplary 
record she is arguably reasonable value. 
 
Royal Kahala has that verdict over Hook Up and would be a warm favourite for this on that form 
but she was slightly disappointing when unable to match Roseys Hollow back at Fairyhouse last 
time. I felt Roseys had her measure the whole time there, but the margin of victory was tight 
enough and rather than being the penalised horse, which she was at Fairyhouse, she is now the 
unpenalized horse, which amounts to a 9lb pull at the weights which entitles her to go very 
close. 
 
Roseys Hollow is a late developer having missed a fair bit of racing.  She is making up for lost 
time this season though and that Fairyhouse win over rivals Royal Kahala and Gauloise was a 
top-class effort.  That looks the key form-line and although she was getting a little weight that 
day, she looked good for the win.  This track should really suit, but she has the maximum 
penalty to carry, and on the form book, both she and Gauloise have it to do conceding 5lbs to 
Royal Kahala having been the recipients of weight at Fairyhouse. 
 
The Glancing Queen has finished 5th and 8th in the last two runnings of the bumper here.  She 
has looked very good at times over hurdles, with two defeats at the hooves of decent geldings 
Bravemansgame and Wilde About Oscar.  She looks just the sort to improve for a better surface 
and with her stable always in good form for this meeting she appeals as by far the best of the 
home based contingent.  She may be swimming against the emerald tide of history, but she will 
certainly be travelling well turning in, and if it becomes a test of speed then her bumper qualities 
could see her feature. 
 
It can pay to look beyond the obvious Mullins hope, as two of his wins here came from less 
fancied quarters.  Besides Hook Up and Gauloise, he also has the maiden Glens Of Antrim 
entered, and she looks very interesting.  She didn’t see the track until this season and her 
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opening 4th to useful stablemate Blue Lord was only ok.  Her next run was way better when 
making ground from off the pace to serve it up to stablemate Stattler at Leopardstown.  They 
had a real set-to until Stattler’s stamina kicked in to win, and he is amongst the favourites for the 
Albert Bartlett.  Last time she took on another good one in Henry de Bromhead’s Mr Incredible, 
the two of them pulling over 30l clear in a ding-dong battle at Naas. Again, she lost out as 
stamina kicked in over 2m4f on heavy ground.  I like the way she travels in her races, her form 
is against some excellent geldings, and I think she could run a huge race if turning up here in a 
race that looks likely to suit her running style. 
 
At even longer odds, Mighty Blue has twice run behind Gauloise including when 4th in that 
informative Fairyhouse contest.  That leaves her a bit to find with the likes of Royal Kahala and 
Roseys Hollow, but as an ex-flat horse she is not really bred to run in the muck she has faced 
so far this season and is one of those that could come on significantly for a better surface.  She 
has travelled well in her races, and drying ground could give her a chance to add potency to her 
finishing effort. 
 
The paddock judge/Naked Attraction judge would pick Gauloise here as a beautifully athletic 
mare, whilst the form books nerds should favour Royal Kahala given the weight turnaround she 
enjoys.  I would naturally lean towards the form book, but the blind Willie faithful may be the way 
to go.  Despite clear chances with Hook Up as well as Gauloise, it is the maiden GLENS OF 
ANTRIM that catches my eye the most.  She may not have won a race yet, but her runs against 
the boys have been highly creditable.  Mighty Blue could outrun her odds on a decent surface 
for those looking for longer odds. 
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THURS:  Race 7- Kim Muir Handicap Chase - 3 1/4 miles - Amateurs  

Selected Current Odds: 5 Run Wild Fred, 13/2 Time To Get Up, 12 Hold The Note 

Most of us have had to adapt to the measureless eternity that is lockdown.  My friend John has 

spent it nurturing his Buffett-like stock portfolio, Phil has spent it nurturing Jackie (or maybe the 

other way around), Pete has spent it nurturing the kind of beard not seen since Brian Blessed’s 

doomed Everest expedition, whilst Andy has spent it nurturing a six-pack.  A six-pack of Stella 

that is, which is his gateway drug that helps empty his mind (quick job) to allow the winner of the 

amateur riders Kim Muir to percolate through the fog and bless us all.  Unfortunately, recent 

picks have run as if ridden by Brian Blessed, but perhaps lockdown can see Andy finally 

rediscover his Kim Muir pomp, last seen, allegedly, during the Nixon administration. 

This year’s race is impacted significantly again by the exclusion of amateur riders.  As such this 

is just a ratings-banded version of the Ultima, albeit run on the more testing New Course. 

The favourite is Run Wild Fred and he comes here with the perfect Irish profile having run 

around in the back and mid division of some useful novice events to earn his rating and then 

showed more of what he could do when second in the valuable Thyestes handicap at Gowran in 

January.  It was pretty soggy that day and he stayed on really well to chase home the very well 

handicapped Coko Beach.  He was put up just 4lbs for that effort which looks pretty generous 

and the UK handicapper has left him unchanged at 140.  He must have an excellent chance for 

all that the prices already reflect that.  He has been running on heavy all season and better 

ground is arguably the only real potential drawback as he looks an out and out slogger. 

The home challenge is headed by Time To Get Up for the Jonjo-JP combination that invariably 

find a race somewhere in the week.  This is a very interesting type being by Presenting whose 

offspring love 3 miles and good ground.   He is an 8yo, but very lightly raced with three hurdles 

runs for Joseph O’Brien in the 2019 season and then three chases for Jonjo this year.  His first 

run at Aintree screamed potential under a very quiet ride, He couldn’t go the pace over 2m4f at 

Wetherby, but he was very impressive winning at 3m at Wincanton last time.  That was a decent 

little race but I was really taken by the style of the win.  He has a long rangy stride that may not 

have been best suited to the mud there, and he still looked inexperienced once he hit the front.  

He has been put up 8lbs, but on a decent surface there could be loads more in hand. His 

inexperience is the major doubt, everything else says banker. 

Deise Aba was 5th in this last year as a 7yo, and returns on the same mark having had an all-or-

nothing season of two pulled ups then a good win at Sandown.  It was a good effort last year, 

and his is entitled to do better again this time, but the two favourites here look better than 

anything in last year’s race so Deise will need to raise his game to win. 

Fagan makes a bit of appeal even though he is an 11yo.  He was good in his day and has had a 

resurgence in form culminating in a swaggering success at Newbury last time.  Raised a 

whopping 10lbs for that he could still be interesting for his new connections, and it is noticeable 

he was withdrawn from a race recently where a decent run could have endangered his entry 

here had it pushed him over the 145 ceiling.  He has an each-way shout. 
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Way back in December 2016 I watched a horse win here and thought I am going to make a 

fortune backing him.  Over 4 years later, and after 18 consecutive defeats, some conjured from 

the very jaws of victory, that fortune sits safe and sound, in the accounts of Paddy Power.  I’m 

not sure many horses have cost me as much financially or emotionally as Singlefarmpayment.  

His agonising photo defeat in the 2017 Ultima was the start of a long and painful journey.  

Thankfully I have kicked the habit.  No seriously I have.  No, you won’t see me backing him ever 

again.   Never, never, never…after this one last time!!   Genuinely he seems on the downgrade 

and at 11yo he is less of a tease than he once was.  He used to cruise through a race until 

downing tools on the run-in.  Nowadays the tools get downed a few fences earlier.  I can’t tip 

him, but if he were to run on the good ground he rarely got here in his pomp, then some each 

way shekels will tot up like interest on that Paddy Power balance. 

Plenty to get stuck into there, but the last horse to consider also happens to be the one that has 

emerged from Andy’s Stella-infused meditations.  It’s been many years since Mick Channon 

was banging them in for Southampton with the trademark wheeling arm celebration.  Since 

then, he has forged a second career as a mostly flat trainer, but he increased his jumps 

presence when inheriting some of the old Henrietta Knight string.  Hold The Note was a useful 

novice last year, narrowly losing a Warwick Grade 3 before running third here off 145 in the 

novice handicap.  That was a massive effort behind the excellent Imperial Aura and Galvin.  He 

was a respectable distance behind but was still ahead of some very strong opposition.   He 

hasn’t really progressed from that with a run of generally disappointing efforts before a wind 

operation sparked a return of some form at Newbury last time when a good second to a well 

weighted winner.  Second time off a wind operation is a sound system, and he should get going 

and distance to suit and is well worth inclusion on the ticket. 

Jonjo always seems to find a race, and its only inexperience that can thwart the very promising 

TIME TO GET UP.  If he does get over-faced by this challenge then it could be a return to form 

for Kim Muir king Andy with HOLD THE NOTE and he is worth of inclusion in any betting 

strategy. 
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FRI:  Race 1 The Triumph Hurdle - 2 miles for novices aged 4 years old  
 
Selected Current Odds: 5/2 Tritonic, Zanahiyr, 9/2 Quixilios 
 
Odds have dramatically shortened this year that after a near decade absence, Gold Cup day will 

be once again graced by my good friend Phil’s legendary brown corduroy suit.  It would be good 

to say that dapper Phil has gone for the full lockdown Joe Wicks regimen, but the truth is that 

too many furlough Merlots has probably seen the direction of travel going the other way.  But 

with Zoom likely to replace the Arkle Bar, the need is removed for Phil to be able to button up 

those trousers (or indeed wear any.... which come to think of it is not so different to the Arkle bar 

after all....).  We can only hope that if Andy joins the Zoom call we won’t be treated to the 

notorious Y-fronts that have left so many of us in a decade of psychotherapy and unable to utter 

the word “threadbare”. 

Three horses dominate the head of the market for this top-notch juvenile hurdle, and the winner 

looks pretty likely to come from that trio. 

Zanahiyr was lightly raced as a flat horse, but won his hurdling debut nicely at Ballinrobe.  It was 

his Fairyhouse romp over the useful Saint Sam that marked him out as something special being 

both visually taking and impressive against the clock.  He then carried a penalty to win easily at 

Leopardstown over Christmas.  The form is solid, albeit on paper no better than his leading 

rivals, but it has been the manner of his wins, looking a truly excellent hurdler, and a horse with 

tremendous scope.  Has more of a flat pedigree than a jumps one, but that is often the order of 

the day when this race gets run on a better surface.  Looks very hard to beat, 

Ex stablemate Quixilios has an unusual background, being unbeaten in four runs, one of which 

was technically last season in France, highlighting the little-known anomaly that the Triumph 

hurdle is not strictly a novice hurdle, just one confined to 4yos, who hitherto have always been 

novices, but this fella breaks the mould.  He has three wins in Ireland, the last of which is 

probably the best guide when raised to Grade 1 status and wining well enough at 

Leopardstown.  In beating the likes of Saint Sam, Busselton and Ha D’Or he achieved 

something similar to Zanahiyr.  He is more workmanlike than that rival, but this is a race which 

tends to favour the grinder over the flash.  If it were to be very soft then I think it could play to his 

strengths, but whether he will have the outright speed on decent surface I am not so sure. 

One who lacks nothing for speed is the Alan King trained Tritonic.  King can often get a useful 

juvenile, helped in part by being a pretty active flat race trainer.  He had this juvenile as a 3yo 

during the last flat season where he progressed well to a stellar rating of 99 including a narrow 

defeat at Royal Ascot.  He brings that flat class, but also from this stable you know he will have 

been well selected and well prepared for hurdling.  His jumping debut at Ascot was a little 

underwhelming, he did win, and he showed some guts to get up on the run-in, but the form 

doesn’t scream Triumph winner. What does, was his win last time in the Adonis at Kempton.  

Always going well on the better surface there he showed some blistering speed to pull 10 

lengths clear from the last hurdle. I don’t think he was beating rivals there of the same quality of 

those Zanahiyr or Quixilios have put away, but he had plenty in hand and his flat speed was 

there for all to see on the sound surface. 
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Adagio was a good winner of the Finale Hurdle at Chepstow, but that race, as ever, was run in a 

bog, and his defeat to Duffle Coat here on a better surface probably tempers enthusiasm.  

Beating Nassalam looked an achievement at the time, a little less so after than one got thumped 

at Haydock next time. 

Duffle Coat could hardly be better named as he does the job but lacks much style in doing so.  

He carries the early season juvenile form that rarely proves good enough for this, but there was 

a lot to like about his widening margin of victory over Adagio here giving that rival 5lbs.  It 

remains to be seen if he is ready in time for Cheltenham as there has been some doubt, but if 

he gets there fit and well, then he has a reasonable outsider’s chance. 

Teahupoo is unbeaten and won nicely at Fairyhouse recently.  His previous win at that track 

may have been a bit fortunate as Youmdor fell at the last when arguably looking the more likely 

winner.  Youmdor is a mercurial sort and it may be tempting to draw a line through this form 

after that one was thrashed by Quixilios last time, but it looked there as though the fall had left 

its mark on his jumping and that may not be a fair assessment.  Either way, there just doesn’t 

look quite enough to Teahupoo’s form to think he can beat all three of the market leaders. 

Saint Sam looks the most likely of the Willie Mullins entries, but he is 0 from 3 in Ireland, 

finishing behind Zanahir twice and Quixilios.  Any hopes of reversing that form pretty much rest 

with the surface as those defeats have come on pretty soft ground.  I am not sure I see enough 

in either his pedigree or his run style that suggests he can make that turnaround.  It will be very 

interesting to see what Willie does. He doesn’t have any strong contenders for this and yet this 

horse has also been given a tempting mark in the Fred Winter and may be better suited giving 

weight to lesser rivals there. 

A very interesting race in prospect and on a decent surface it could turn into a classic English-

Irish clash between the scopey Zanahiyr and the classy flat speed of Tritonic.  Both are ex flat 

horses and I think Zanahiyr looks the better over his hurdles and Tritonic may be the quicker on 

the flat as his Royal Ascot exploits suggest.  Experience says take the better hurdler as if you 

lose position here you can waste a lot of energy getting it back, so ZANAHIYR gets the nod. 
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FRI:  Race 2 - The County Handicap Hurdle - 2 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds; 10 Third Time Lucki, Ganapathi, Blue Lord 

I don’t think any race at the festival over the years has given me the level of ups and downs 
provided by the County hurdle.  It’s position towards the end of the meeting means it is often the 
key moment in any ante post combinations, and having the chance to win significant amounts 
(rarely achieved, although thank you Mohaayed and God rest your soul), I have taken to barely 
watching the race through my fingers, my pick’s hopes like Schrödinger’s cat, living in a world of 
possibility until that moment that I look. 

 
This year looks arguably even more wide open than normal.  Last year’s felt that way until I 
glimpsed through the fingers to see that my “cat” was most definitely deceased and that a Willie 
Mullins novice had arrived hard on the bridle like Schrodinger’s tiger.   
 
If he seeks to repeat the dose this year it could be with Blue Lord who could go well in a race 
like this but may just aim higher in the Supreme.  He has a touch of class that a mark of 145 
almost certainly falls 10lbs short of describing.  It’s a hard call for connections as he has been 
soundly beaten by stablemate Appreciate It but still finished close enough to think there could 
be a chance of turning it around on a quicker surface.  He probably goes on Tuesday but if he 
runs here that could be a significant hint. 
 
He also has another novice in Ganapathi for whom a non-staying 5th in Grade 1 company last 
time has helped to keep his mark down to just 140.  That looks pretty workable.  Quicker ground 
is a complete unknown for a horse who has only encountered heavy in his career to date, but 
Willie seems to have the magic touch in getting horses to give of their best regardless of course 
or ground. 
 
Three more novices with chances are headed by two who again have the Supreme as an 
option.  Irascible was a 9l second to Appreciate It using hold up tactics over Christmas and a 9l 
5th to that same horse when trying to make the running last time.  He could do better now that 
the ground is improving although a mark of 143 probably makes him marginally the least well 
handicapped of the Irish novices. 
 
Third Time Lucki is a tricky horse to assess.  His 4th in the bumper here last year entitles him to 
plenty of respect and he has at times looked a star novice recruit.  A defeat here on soft to For 
Pleasure somewhat dents the record as did a pretty disastrous trip up to Musselburgh last time.  
The stable has an outstanding record in this race, and getting buried in a pack may be just what 
he needs but off a mark of 143 he looks a fraction high. 
 
Soaring Glory also has a mark of 143 but earned that the hard way with victory in the UK’s 
leading handicap hurdle at Newbury in February.  He was an easy winner there on the kind of 
decent ground he can expect here.  A subsequent 10lb rise is the least he deserved for that 
fluent 3l success and he would have to a big factor again here.  His improvement may see him 
have a tilt at the Supreme, where he could go well.  If he spurns that to run here then he comes 
with a fighting chance. 
 
That Newbury race could hold the key with or without Soaring Glory.  The only horse to travel as 
well as the winner was Fifty Ball for handicap hurdle wizard Gary Moore.  He was cruising 
throughout the race and although put in his place by the winner, was still clear second best.  He 
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has earned a rise of just 4lbs for comfortably beating 21 highly competitive rivals.  On the plus 
side that makes him a steal at these weights, on the downside it leaves him languishing at 
number 62 in the entries.  This is a race that sees a high attrition rate before entries are 
finalised.  It needs to be for him to make it, but if he does then he has a massive chance. 
 
Behind those two in third at Newbury was the consistent Edwardstone.  He also moved well 
through that race albeit feeling the pinch earlier than those other two.  He did though knuckle 
down and finish just a length and a half off of Fifty Ball.  He gets a 2lb pull for that, and although 
that may not be quite enough to reverse things, in his favour he is guaranteed a run and has 
demonstrable course form after a fair 6th to Shishkin in the Supreme last year.  He has winning 
form on this better ground and comes from a local stable that does very well here.  He looks an 
each-way certainty at the very least, and something about the way he runs just whispers County 
Hurdle…. 
 
Finally, from that Newbury race, is Guard Your Dreams, who was a further 3l behind 
Edwardstone in 6th.   His mark is unchanged and on strict numbers he has a bit to find with 
those in front of him but that may not tell the whole story.  For a horse who had led or been near 
the lead in two previous wins, he missed the start and found himself last.  His issues were then 
compounded by struggling to go the pace as the field quickened up round the home bend and 
he was one of the first under the pump.  But from there he kept finding, grinding his way past 
others all the way up the straight to be closing at the line.  This stiffer track and stiffer finish 
should suit, especially if he gets a better early position.  The question mark is again whether he 
will find himself outpaced at a key moment.    Makes plenty of each way appeal, but also holds 
an entry over 2m4f later in this card which could be tempting. 
 
Drop The Anchor won the Ladbroke hurdle at Leopardstown, in effect Ireland’s version of that 
Newbury event.  He also picked up a 10lb hike for that. He won well but perhaps not with the 
scope to progress of a Soaring Glory.   On breeding he should cope with this quicker surface 
but in a 14 race hurdle career he has rarely encountered it and all his wins have come on soft.  
Has chances if it rains, but the weight and ground could prove too much.    
 
In winning at Leopardstown Drop the Anchor held off Champagne Gold, and he is of 
considerable interest.  He is up 7lbs for that run, but as a novice making only his 4th hurdles 
start there, he is much more open to progress.  By Presenting he should relish any quickening 
in the surface and that valuable handicap experience is likely to bring him on significantly.  He 
looks a real contender off 144 here, and I will back him if he runs, but I would back him perhaps 
with more confidence if he takes the 2m4f option of the Martin Pipe later in the day. 
 
Another in here for whom I have other designs is second season hurdler You Raised Me Up.  I 
have him picked for the Coral Cup which I think could be ideal, but he could also enjoy a fast 
run stiff 2m such as this one.  Wherever he goes he is certainly one to watch carefully as a mark 
of 141 almost certainly is a significant under-estimate.  I’d back him for sure if he runs here, I will 
lump on if he is in the Coral Cup. 
 
Working out who runs is almost as hard as who wins.  EDWARDSTONE is first choice after his 
Newbury run with FIFTY BALL an excellent extra string to the bow should he get in.  I would 
have to back either of CHAMPAGNE GOLD or YOU RAISED ME UP should either run here, 
although I prefer them elsewhere. 
 
For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 
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FRI:  Race 3 The Albert Bartlett Novice Hurdle - 3m  

 
Selected Current Odds: 5 Stattler, 7 Fakiera. 8 Barbados Buck’s, Torygraph 
 
I am still not sure why the Cheltenham race-planners see fit to precede the main race of the 
meeting with a dour slog of a novice hurdle like this.  That said, last year’s race produced an 
amazing finish and a form-line that could reverberate through National Hunt racing for years to 
come. 
 
No offence to those lining up here, but this looks much more of a mundane edition. 
 
No surprise to see one of Willie’s head the market, but Stattler has a far from faultless record 
with just 2 wins in 6 runs.  This trip should trip should suit him, and it was always likely to be the 
target given he is owned by the race sponsor.  The primary argument for this guy is his third 
place in a Grade 1 novice hurdle at Leopardstown in February.  That was 2m6f and he set out to 
try and make all and make it a true test of stamina.  In the end he was outclassed by stablemate 
Gaillard Du Mesnil, but he made that horse work and he is favourite for the Ballymore.  Stattler 
just lost second on the line, but still finished nearly 2l ahead of the closing Fakiera.  On face 
value that is good form but perhaps not enough to warrant the price here, the question is 
whether the aggressive ride he received that day may ultimately have cost him something in 
trying to win the race, and with a more measured ride his advantage over the likes of Fakiera 
could be enhanced.  He looks sure to be involved either way, but he’s a novice and he’s trained 
by Willie Mullins, if he was that good, he’d be 6/4. 
 
Fakiera couldn’t go the pace from 2 out at Leopardstown, or probably more accurately didn’t 
have any tactical speed to improve his position at the key phase of the race although he 
ultimately plugged on well for 4th place closing on Stattler all the way.  The extra few furlongs 
here and the tough course will suit this fella hugely.  I would be a fan, but I have concerns if the 
ground is on the good side.  This race has been an attritional slog in the past, but it was more of 
a high-class event last year, and with the sun shining the chances are that the ability to travel 
well and hold a position is likely to be key and I fear this slugger could be out of his comfort 
zone when it matters and the leaders may be beyond his reach once the hill kicks in. 
 
Trainer Paul Nicholls has a useful pair in Barbados Buck’s and Threeunderthrufive.  Owner 
Andy Stewart had the legendary Big Buck’s and loves to spend his winters in Barbados, hence 
the naming of this fella.  My wife Tanya asked to borrow his Racing Post in a beach bar there a 
few years back – only 3 Racing Posts are flown over per day – one for Magnier, one for JP and 
one for Stewart – and he was a nice obliging man who spoke with touching affection for his old 
star.  It is good to see him getting a good new horse and having spent a few bucks in Barbados 
I have a natural affinity for him.  I was impressed when he won a minor Southwell event under a 
penalty as that form may be a lot better than the surroundings would suggest.  He made most of 
the running next time at Kempton, and although the form is hardly Grade 1 stuff, he still gave 
weight and a beating to his rivals.  The best part of his race seems to be from the last to the line, 
and whilst he has plenty of physical scope, he looks ready to race now rather than being entirely 
a work in progress for the future.  Crack out the rum punch, this guy looks sure to run a massive 
race. 
 
I have less affinity for Threeunderthrufive, I may have had more connection if he had been 
named Threeoverthruone.  That said he has put together a gritty sequence of wins.  His hard-
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fought victory over the wonderfully named Fantastikas at Musselburgh was flattered by that 
one’s easy subsequent win, but also pretty much mirrored Barbados Buck’s matching win over 
that same rival at Southwell.  He looked a bit green at Musselburgh and I am not sure if needs 
either cheekpieces or time, but of the Nicholls pair he looks the less ready for this test. 
 
Torygraph, Alaphilippe and Adrimel all bring multiple winning form lines to the table.  Torygraph 
could arguably have the most scope and was strong at the finish at Thurles last time.  An entry 
in the Martin Pipe may be a bit worrying as it perhaps suggests the trainer was thinking of him 
more in the handicap class than the Grade 1 class but he could be improving. 
 
Adrimel was a gutsy winner at Warwick last time.  You would have to hope the extra distance 
here will help as strictly on the book that narrow victory wouldn’t look good enough.  That was 
his first time beyond 2 miles since his point-to-point days and he is short enough for me given 
he has plenty to prove. 
 
Of this trio, Alaphillipe has the least to prove.  Named after the punchy French cyclist for whom 
an uphill sprint finish is ideal, he finished significantly further in front of Mint Condition at 
Haydock than Adrimel managed at Warwick.  That was an impressive win and suggested this 
race could be tailor-made for his gutsy attitude.  He had previously been beaten at Taunton 
though, and not many festival winners boast that particular credential.  It’s a real farmer’s field 
there, I first went there for my debut outing as a (part) owner.  We had a horse imported from 
German flat racing making his hurdles debut who the trainer described as “a bit keen”.  That 
seemed something of an understatement as he hurtled past us with a circuit to go 50 lengths 
clear of his field.  If there was a 6f record at Taunton he’d have smashed it.  By the middle of the 
back straight he was still tanking along a whole hurdle clear, but dreams of Cheltenham glory 
disappeared as quickly as his puff.  We never found him a 6f hurdle race, but what a force he 
would have been.  I wouldn’t be put off too much by Alaphillipe’s defeat there over 2m4f, and if 
there is a novice event at this meeting where it pays to overlook defeat then its this one.  I’d give 
him a decent chance. 
 
As ever, anything could win this at a big price, it lends itself more to that than any other 
championship race at the meeting.  If I had to find one a price, then Sandymount Rose ran 
pretty well in defeat stepped back to 2m4f last time having previously been a winner at this trip.  
She gets the 7lb mares’ allowance, which is arguably worth even more over this extreme trip.  
She probably doesn’t have enough class to win, but she could give each way supporters a long 
odds thrill. 
 
I would like Fakiera if somehow it came up soft, but on a decent surface the three I like are 
Alaphillipe, Barbados Buck’s and Stattler.   I suspect it will fall into an Anglo-Irish Stattler vs 
Buck’s duel.  I am just so taken by the way BARBADOS BUCK’S finishes his races and I am 
optimistic that he can show that up this long straight and land the bet of the week. 
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FRI:  Race 4 - The Gold Cup Chase 3 1/4 miles  
  
Current Selected Odds: 5/2 Al Boum Photo, 5 Champ, 6 A Plus Tard 
 

It is my theory that we should all be allowed two musical montages in life, where we can pick a 
nice piece of music and just like in the movies we can transform life in 2 minutes, like putting on 
Eye Of The Tiger and two minutes later we are fit enough to fight Apollo Creed.  I’d obviously 
have to use my first montage to relive the wonder that is being married to Tanya (you see why I 
picked two now), and the second would be a Gold Cup highlight package… “ the mare’s 
beginning to get up……Dessie’s beginning to get up…..The Fellow is beginning to get up….”  
Commentators will be searching for a bit more than a Peter O’Sullevan classic …”Al Boum 
Photo is beginning to get up…” if the Mullins ace looks like landing the historic hat-trick, and 
hopefully something more like the immortal Holt line “…and the answer is, Denman.…”.   
 
Seven times in the history of this race has the winner of the two previous Gold Cups turned up 
to try and win again, six times they have been successful; Golden Miller x 3 (by virtue of winning 
5 in a row), Cottage Rake, Arkle and Best Mate, with only the old snail L’Escargot finding the 
ground too quick in 1972. 
 
Firstly, that tells is something about the attritional nature of this race that it is so often the single 
crowning glory in a staying chaser’s career.  Secondly it seems to suggest that if you do get one 
good enough to be a multiple winner then they are more likely to extend that sequence to three 
than stop at two. 
 
That’s the history facing Al Boum Photo as he looks to land the hat-trick.  In many ways the 
comparisons to Best Mate are very pertinent.  I was a big Best Mate fan, and he had a lovely 
athletically efficient style of jumping and in fairness to him he had to guts out a couple of his 
Gold Cups on ground softer than he would have liked.  But equally there is no dodging that the 
Gold Cups he won were sub standard affairs, in that lull between The Fellow/Jodami years and 
the Kauto Star/Denman era.  Even as a fan I think he would have been hard pressed to win 
more than one, if that, had he been faced with those rivals. 
 
Al Boum Photo can only beat what’s there, and it is not really his fault that the hindsight of the 
form book should suggest that neither of his wins have stood out as great form efforts.  Placed 
horse in those two years were Santini, Lostintranslation, Anibale Fly, and Bristol De Mai.  What 
characterises Al Boum is his easy travelling style and economical jumping, add in some tactical 
speed and that he stays and he has the all-round package to be effective in this race.  He has to 
be considered as the most likely winner again this year as he continues to be sparingly 
campaigned by Willie Mullins and will surely turn up and run to the same form as the last two 
years.  Last year I posed the question can anything do better, and thought perhaps only Santini 
might and he came very close but couldn’t.  What about that same question this year?  Well, it 
looks likely that Al Boum will need to dig deeper than ever. 
 
It is unlikely he will be digging deep to fend off Santini.  He had shown mulish tendencies even 
before last year’s race which I am sure jockey Nico de Boinville would love to re-run and kick on 
much further from home. The chance to try those tactics this year seems undermined by the 
horse’s increasing indifference towards racing as he now attacks his fences with all the relish I 
reserve for a green salad. 
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By the same token we can probably put a line through the rest of last year’s beaten bunch with 
Lostintranslation looking to be gone at the game, and Kemboy seemingly having enough of a 
Gold Cup aversion that he is likely to try hurdles instead. 
 
Thankfully there is an interesting crop of fresh contenders with the enigmatic Champ at the head 
of the list.  There were question marks over his jumping prior to the RSA last year and sure 
enough he was far from his most fluent in the race, dropping well off the duelling Minella Indo 
and Allaho between the last two fences.  I had the privilege of an invite into a box in the 
grandstand for that race last year, and had lumped on Minella Indo, and despite a sticky jump at 
the last he looked sure to collect, but then in slow motion horror I watched as the front two hit 
the hill like two wandering drunks, and in the distance, Barry Gerraghty was conjuring a lung-
bursting final surge from Champ for an improbable victory that definitely made those prawn 
sandwiches sour in the mouth. 
 
It looked like Champ had stolen it, and despite this more demanding course and extra distance 
the overwhelming feeling was that Champ would never travel well enough to be a true Gold Cup 
contender and that the somewhat unlucky Minella Indo was the one to take forward.  Not so. 
 
Champ has not been seen all year and the Henderson strategy was being widely questioned, 
even more so when his eventual reappearance target was the 2m Game Spirit Chase at 
Newbury.  The logic should hold that if he struggles to go the pace at 3m what hope is there at 
2m chase speed.  Again, the wily old Hendo proved us wrong as Champ jumped fluently and for 
fun at 2m speed and only just got done for toe at the end narrowly by the useful yard stick 
Sceaux Royal.  That was a truly eye-opening effort in which the horse’s exuberance was as 
much a factor as the bare bones of the form.  If he turns up in those spirits, jumping with that 
accuracy, and knowing how well he stayed last year, then he represents a clear and present 
danger to the defending champion. 
 
Minella Indo is still priced as a big contender, but much as I am fond of the horse it is hard to 
see how he has maintained his position in the market after a fall at Christmas and then a pretty 
dismal 4th of 5 in the Irish Gold Cup.  I would really like to see him get back to his best but I 
thought his jumping let him down, not through bad errors, but there are tactical moments in 
races when you need to ask for a long leap and this guy is just too careful.  Maybe that can be 
schooled out, but I expect him to still struggle at present and maybe a break and he will come 
back stronger next season. 
 
The other huge challenger to the title is a Guide favourite in A Plus Tard.  In hindsight he was 
the biggest certainty since Unsinkable Boxer or Halling when he lined up in the novice handicap 
here two years ago off just 144, which he proved with a wide margin win.  I thought he would 
land the Ryanair last year and he was a fraction disappointing even though just 2 lengths behind 
Min in finishing third.  He just didn’t seem to jump quite as well as he can under the pressure 
applied by Min’s mid-race speed.   
 
A defeat first time out at Navan over 2 miles suggested the old speed may not be there, but he 
then showed in a brave victory in the Savill’s Chase that stamina is now no problem.   His only 
previous 3m effort was a poor one at Punchestown but he simply doesn’t give his form going 
clockwise. But at Leopardstown he looked the best horse until seemingly hitting a flat spot 
between the last two fences only to come again when his stamina kicked in and win going away.  
He is a horse I like a lot, and he clearly has a big chance. 
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I would have both Frodon and Native River ahead of the likes of Santini and Minella Indo and 
yet they can be backed at longer odds.  The issue may be that there are two of them – more 
precisely they could be stepping on each other’s hooves as two horses who love to lead. 
 
Frodon has the natural speed of a Ryanair Chase winner and he showed that when grabbing 
the early pace in the King George last time.  Jockey Bryony Frost then rode her rivals to sleep 
by slowing the pace mid-race, giving her horse a rest, and then using his speed again in the 
latter part of the race for a surprise win.   Those same tactics were blown apart when defending 
the Ryanair last year by the mid-race pressure of Min, and it is unlikely that her fellow jockeys 
will let her set the tone so comfortably here.  Frodon keeps surprising people though, and 
probably deserves a bit more respect, I just wonder if he will be able to hold the front when the 
race takes off down the back straight as it often does. 
 
Frodon will not have things quiet up front as slugger Native River loves to be up the front.  The 
2018 Gold Cup hero is getting on now but still races with plenty of zest.  He needed it soft to 
give of his best at his prime, he’d need a monsoon now to hold a winning chance.  If he runs, he 
should ensure some pace and spoil Frodon, if he is withdrawn on quicker ground, then don’t 
expect to hear Bryony Frost complaining. 
 
History tells us that something hits the frame in this event at a price, and even occasionally goes 
better than that.  If there is a Lord Windermere in here to spring a long-priced surprise then it 
could be Vinndication. He is a talented horse, who has been kept fresh for this and ran well 
under a big weight here in a handicap last season on ground softer than ideal.  He is officially 
rated 160, and that leaves him around a stone to find with Al Boum, but he is only 5-7lbs off 
some of the other leading contenders.  Unlike many of these he looks set to run a big race as an 
improving sort in ideal conditions.  It is likely that one, or more than one of the big guns will have 
a bit too much for him, but he is too long a price and hopefully there will be some useful place 
concessions on the day that may allow or first 4 or 5 home. 
 
 
The chance of history in the making is pretty high for the ultra-consistent Al Boum Photo, but he 
didn’t win by far last year and it looks to me as though he faces a few stronger rivals.  I have 
always liked A Plus Tard, I have never liked Champ – but this isn’t a popularity contest, and 
much as I would like to vote with my heart, the head says that the CHAMP we saw at Newbury 
could be very hard to beat.  I will leave some room for a little each way tickle on 
VINNDICATION at a huge price. 
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FRI:  Race 5 - The Hunters Chase - 3 1/4 miles for Amateur Riders  

Current Selected Odds – 3 Billaway, 5 Bob And Co, 10 It Came To Pass 
 
Big changes afoot in this year’s contest.  Firstly, we have lost the fox, so these guys are now 
just generic hunters, they’ll chase anything, may I be the first to suggest, Matt Hancock… 
(although not sure of the wisdom of having the Hancockhunters chase, bit of a commentator’s 
nightmare…). 
 
Secondly, the beastly covid has robbed us of the joys of some toff-baiting, as the landed gentry 
amateurs are stood down and the professionals step up.  That could affect the size of the field 
here, with far fewer “family pet” entries, this looks likely to boil down to a more elite contest than 
we have been used to.  And in such circumstances logic and experience dictate that the 
favoured horses should do well with the removal of the random element of Tinky Bingley-Thud 
unseating off her dad’s old charger and bringing down Jamie Codd. 
 
Billaway has to top the list.  He was favourite here for the Mullins team last year, but didn’t jump 
as well as he could and was always a bit on the back foot before finishing second ten lengths 
behind It Came To Pass.  The drying ground may have been against him that day, but it should 
be remembered he was pretty inexperienced for this division.  He is much more the finished 
article this season although he is short enough considering his margin over Staker Wallace last 
time was a diminishing 2 lengths. 
 
Staker Wallace was 8l behind Billaway in 4th in this last year and looked in good heart behind 
that horse last time.  He could be a dangerous opponent.  That said, both of them have to 
reverse a heavy beating from reigning champ It Came To Pass.  Much like last season, his form 
in the build up has been awful, but he simply hates the heavy ground.  His transformation on a 
drying surface last year was extraordinary, and if anything, this could be a quicker surface 
again, so a successful defence is not to be scoffed at.  It is worth remembering that his 10l 
defeat of Billaway on good to soft was no fluke as he had despatched that same rival by nearly 
8l on good ground at Cork the year before. 
 
The home challenge is led by the Nicholls yard with Bob And Co.  He had to be pulled up in one 
run last year by true amateur owner-rider David Maxwell as he became too unruly.  He is very 
talented though and showed far fewer of those quirks when running away with a Haydock 
contest on his recent reappearance.  Likely to be one of those most advantaged by the 
professional rider switch, he looks a very lively contender. 
 
The formerly useful Caid Du Berlais is reaching veteran stage now, but returns for a fourth crack 
at this having been 5th in 2018 before pulling up in the last two renewals.  That wouldn’t suggest 
he has much chance but this is one horse who really needs it quick, and if the ground really 
does dry out as the week goes on, he may finally get his surface for this race. 
 
Due respect to the home challenge but this looks like it could head back over the Irish Sea.  I 
can’t get excited by Billaway at the prices and it might just be worth chancing that last year’s 
winner IT CAME TO PASS gets triggered again by drying ground. 
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FRI:  Race 6 – The Mares Chase – 2m4f 

Current Selected Odds – 2 Elimay, 15/2 Shattered Love, 8 Annie Mc 

 
The Mares chase is the newest addition to the Cheltenham family, adding another mares-only 
event at the expense of the novice handicap chase, after all who needs that event, the last two 
winners of which are currently favourite for the Ryanair and second favourite for the Gold 
Cup!!  It’s bonkers but it is what it is.  There are laudable reasons to extend the mares 
programme so that we can see them race and hence future breeding decisions are better 
informed.  That said, it doesn’t really have to be at Cheltenham. 

 
As for the race.  It’s Cheltenham, it’s a Mares event, it must be Willie Mullins.  Well in Elimay he 
has the favourite and by far the most likely winner.  She has looked excellent this season, 
chasing home the highly talented Allaho before an impressive win at Naas last time over 2m 
when out-speeding the useful Shattered Love.  Should go well with the only reservation being 
that her worst run to date came here a couple of year as ago, albeit that was still a fair 6th in the 
Mares Hurdle. 
 
Shattered Love will enjoy the longer trip here and has won over this course and distance when 
landing the Marsh a few years back.  She falls just short of top class but would have her 
chances on soft ground.  With it drying up her chances are evaporating. 
 
Colreevy could be the favourite’s biggest rival if turning up, which is no surprise as she is 
another Mullins horse.  She has won her chases this season with increasing authority albeit on 
much softer ground than she is likely to see here.  7th and 5th in two previous visits here but 
may be up against it under the maximum penalty. 
 
Annie Mc won nicely at Warwick last time and has earned a rating that leaves her at least 
competitive.  It’s a concern that she ran a stinker in the Marsh last year under these 
conditions.  It is clearly a much better race than this, but it still leaves doubt as to whether she 
will show her best, which in itself may not be enough. 
 
Happy Diva is an interesting old mare.  She would have no chance with Annie Mc on Warwick 
running, but she loves this course.  She has form figures here of B2212F, including being runner 
up in the Plate last year.  A mark of 145 captures her ceiling and is about 7lbs below what is 
likely to be needed to win this, but we know she will run her race and running to 145 looks good 
enough to place, and if you’re good enough to place then it only takes a couple of things to drop 
your way to win. 
 

Hard to look past ELIMAY on form as she seems well ahead of these. Happy Diva would make 
each way appeal as she is sure to run well at a track she enjoys. 
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FRI:  Race 7 - The Martin Pipe Handicap Hurdle - 2 1/2 miles for 

Conditional Jockeys  
Current Selected Odds – 13/2 Gentleman De Mee, 8 Wide Receiver, Ganapathi   

The getting out stakes, the last rites, the victory lap... let’s hope it’s the latter !! 
 
A devilishly difficult race on the face of it, but it’s a bit of a favourite of mine as a fair bit of recent 
success has lifted it to the giddy heights of number one on the profit per race stats for this 
Guide. 
 
Keeping it there could be tricky.  The race is typically targeted by some of the biggest yards for 
their unexposed novices who are a fraction below championship grade.  Ideally, they should 
also be a ride that suits the conditional jockey requirement. 
 
Willie Mullins has a fine record in this historically and has the leading two in the 
market.  Gentleman Du Mee is impossible to assess having had just one easy maiden win since 
arrival from France.  The handicapper has plumped for 139 and I will be amazed if he isn’t a 
good bit better than that in time.  The question is whether he will cope with the big field handicap 
experience so early in his career, I’d be a sceptic at these odds. 
 
Ganapathi has a bit more experience having had three runs this season.  Defeats behind Dreal 
Deal and latterly in a Grade 1 behind Gaillard Du Mesnil were both decent efforts and a mark of 
140 looks more than fair.  His extra experience is a big plus, he looks an easy enough ride and 
he has to have a good chance. 
 
Column Of Fire might have won this last year but for a crushing last flight fall.  Just the one run 
since in arrears suggest more time may be needed to resolve that memory.  
 
Wide Receiver has long been fancied for this and is one if you need to land a Hail Mary.  He just 
doesn’t look like a horse I’d want to trust as I suspect he has a few ideas about the game and 
could be a high tariff ride for a conditional. 
 
The one I like most is Champagne Gold for the Henry de Bromhead team who could be 
improving fast off a mark of 144.  He fits the novice profile having run third to Fakiera in a Grade 
3, but he has also given us some evidence of his handicap credentials with a fine third in the 
valuable Ladbroke handicap.  That was 2 miles and there is a chance he could be in the County 
(see earlier), but I just prefer him for this.  He ran a blinder in that big handicap but is bred for a 
longer trip.  He won his maiden under a conditional jockey, Dylan Robinson being a promising 
talent rehabilitating after his year-long drugs ban.  Everything stacks up for a big run. 
 
Lots of these hold multiple entries and I am fond of Guard Your Dreams wherever he goes.  A 
fast run 2m in the County could be ideal, but equally he could enjoy the step up in trip and would 
be interesting if ending up here. 
 
A more likely runner perhaps is Gabynako for the coming force of Gavin Cromwell.  He has had 
plenty of experience this season running well in Graded hurdles including an excellent third to 
Bob Olinger at Naas.  Off the back of that he was fancied for his handicap debut in the same 
race where Champagne Gold made such an impression.  A shocking error at the second pretty 
much put paid to that and he finished mid division.  He might be a lot better than that and has 
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the advantage now of being 9lbs better off with Champagne Gold, and if I fancy that one then 
this must be another contender. 
 
Nicky Henderson has a good record in the race and has a number of possible entries.  Monte 
Cristo looks likely to run a decent race under a big weight but I am more interested in an older 
one of Nicky’s in Mill Green.  He is lightly raced due to injury and ran in this last year.  He was 
never going well that day and was last at the top of the hill only to stay on really well throughout 
the last half mile for a closing 6th.  He has been chasing this season but steps back to hurdles 
here.  If he can travel a bit more kindly than last year then he has a great each way chance at 
the odds. 
 
Loads more in here could have big chances, but my shortlist of three are Champagne Gold, 
Gabynako and Ganapathi.  It’s probably evens that any of them run, but if they do then 
CHAMPAGNE GOLD gets first choice with GABYNAKO worth adding to the slip as back-up.  
Should neither of those run then Guard Your Dreams. 
 
 
 
 
Now….is it time to get dressed? 
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